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PREFACE 
Whi le water resources of commercial value do not exist in the Big Sandy River Basin, 
the basin is important locally in providing such benefits as water for residential purposes, 
flood control, and recreational uses. Recent and expected increases in the level of utilization 
of coal resources in the region will increase sedimentation and acid mine drainage, and cause 
incompatability with future water quality management p lans. 
The purpose of this report is to review the known collections of aquatic macroinverte-
brates in the basin through published literature so that it might serve as a valuable tool in 
monitoring future Levisa Fork degradation. The data provided in this report should be of 
particular interest to biologists, zoologists, and public officials concerned with the environ-




This distributional study of the aquatic macroinvertebrates of the Big Sandy River 
Basin was based on a review of published literature and utilized other professional sources. 
Data generated include 493 taxa of aquatic macroinvertebrates from the Big Sandy River 
and its tributaries and from adjacent drainages within the counties of the Big Sandy River 
Basin. Taxa represented in the study, including the 360 taxa occurring within the Levisa 
Fork Drainage, are generally d istributed fauna in the eastern United States and none of t hese 
representatives are considered as rare, th reatened or endangered. 
INTRODUCTION 
Headwaters of the Big Sandy River Basin occur in the extreme ·western portion of 
Virginia and flow northwestwardly through three states, Virginia, West Virginia, and Ken-
tucky, to join the Ohio River at Catlettsburg, Kentucky. The basin is p rimarily composed of 
the Big Sandy River and its two major tributaries, the Tug Fork and the Levisa Fork. Tug 
Fork, formi ng the major portion of the boundary between West Virginia and Kentucky, has 
its origins in the mountains of Virginia about 2,200 feet above sea level and is characterized 
by narrow, sepentine valleys. Levisa Fork, the larger of the two component rivers, has its 
origins at elevations of 2,400 feet above sea level and is characterized by steep, narrow 
valleys with high, sharp crested ridges and very little level upland. 
The Big Sandy Basin lies within t he Eastern Mountains and Coal Field Physiographic 
Region (Harker et al., 1979) and is one of the most important coal producing regions in 
Kentucky. All but five square miles of the drainage basin, the plateau area at Catlettsburg, is 
described as Mountain and Creek Bottom Areas d ue to the steep, narrow valleys and limited 
plateaus and the basin is included as a portion of the Kanawha Geographic Section of the 
Appalachian Plateau (Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and Environmental 
Protection, 1978). The Big Sandy Basin has a characteristic strata of paleozoic rocks of 
Pennsylvanian Age, predominately sandstones and shales. 
Waters of the Levisa Fork River travel some 34 miles through three Virginia counties, 
Buchanan, Dickenson, and Wise, to the Kentucky Border. The river continues approximate-
ly 130 miles to Louisa, Kentucky where it joins the Tug Fork River to form the Big Sandy 
River. Levisa Fo rk and its tributaries traverse eight eastern Kentucky counties, Pike, Letcher, 
Knott, Floyd, Johnson, Magoffin, Morgan, and Lawrence. Kirkwood (1957) and Evenhuis 
(1973) provide descriptions for the Levisa Fork River and its major tributaries, with special 
references to stream order and physical habitats. Tributaries of Levisa Fork have relatively 
high gradients, averaging 12 feet/mile (Howell , 1980) and are characteristically very similar 
in topography. Major tributaries include Paint Creek, Johns Creek, Beaver Creek, and 
Russell Fork ( Figure I). 
Mining is the major industry within the Big Sandy River Basin (Kentucky Department 
for Natural Resources and Environmental Protect ion, 1978). Water resources of commerical 
value do not exist with in the basin and the potential for future development will depend on 
national energy policies and the resultant demand placed on regional coal resources. Ex-
panding development of coal resources will increase sedimentation and acid mine drainage, 
and such activity will be incompatible with future water quality management plans. 
No doubt, the macroinvertebrate fauna of the Big Sandy River Basin was once much 
richer and more diverse than it is today. Stream degredation, primarily in association with 
mining activity, has reduced benthic macroinvertebrate communities throughout the Eastern 
United States (Evenhuis, 1973; Harker et al., 1979; Harker et al., 1980; Harrell and Dorris, 
1968; Henley, 1970; Herricks, 1977; Hill and Grim, 1977; Matter et al., 1978; Preston and 
Green, 1978; Winger, 1978) and such declines in the community complexes of Levisa Fork 
Drainage have doubtlessly been experienced. This report reviews and summarizes the known 
collections of aquatic macroinvertebrates th rough published literature and other professional 
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Surface and underground mining are the principal industries within the Levisa Fork 
Drainage and the impact of these activities on freshwater habitats throughout the eastern 
coalfields have been investigated by numerous researchers (Curtis, 1972; Harrell and Dorris, 
1968; Henley, 1970; Herricks, 1977; Hill and Grim, 1977; Matter el al., 1978; Preston and 
Green, 1978; Winger, 1978; and others). Hill and Grim, (1977),Preston and Green (1978), 
and Winger ( 1978) suggest that the major environmental problems associated ·with coal 
mining in the eastern United States are sedimentation and acid mine drainage and that 
improper mining techniques have caused, and will continue to cause, major environmental 
problems for benthic communities. Henley (1970), Matter el al. (1978), and Winger (1978) 
report conclusively that acid water and sediment generated by strip mining of coal produced 
significant declines in benth ic invertebrates. Curtis ( 1972) suggests that acid mine drainage is 
not a major problem in some eastern Kentucky streams and t hat sedimentation alone will 
produce significant reductions in stream biota. Gammon ( 1970), studying the effects of 
limestone dust on aquatic communities, found that invertebrates responded ve ry quickly to 
both posit ive and negative changes in the sedimentation rate. 
Benthos productivity for aquatic substrates characteristically depends upon particle 
sizes, with substrates become increasing less productive as particle size decreases (Crisp and 
Crisp, 1974). Published data suggest that particle sizes may be the determing factor for 
benthos distribution and that increased sedimentation may eliminate characteristic biota 
(Harker et al., 1979; Henley, 1970). Harrell and Dorris ( 1968) indicate that stream order will 
greatly influence the effect of siltation on macroinvertebrate communit ies, especially in 5th 
and 6th order tributaries. Fourth order tributaries are reported to have the most diverse 
faunal assemblages (Harrell and Dorris, 1968) and productivity in streams of lower numerical 
order decreases. Recovery of aquatic communities following temporary decreases in sedi-
mentation may be rapid (Gammon, 1970; Harrell and Dorris, 1968) provided the stress situa-
tion has not eliminated the benthic communities. Minshall ( 1968) reports simi lar recovery 
following stream scouring. Macroinvertebrate communities can, and will, re-establish in dam-
aged ecosystems and factors instrumental to benthos recovery include restoration of dam-
aged habitats and that there be sources of organisms for recolonization (Herr icks, 1977). 
Stressed communities may be identified by the existing taxa or by the absence of par-
ticular taxa. Aquatic insects are characteristicall y the dominant forms in communities not 
subjected to stress and distribution within these communities may be determined by avail-
able food resources and feeding techniques (Cummins, 1973). Communities stressed by min-
ing activities are characteristically dominated by freshwater oligochaetes and chironomid 
larvae (Harker et al., 1979; Matter et al., 1978; Winger, 1978). 
Mol lusk communities are greatly reduced or even absent in streams subjected to acid 
mine drainage (Winger, 1978) . The paucity of references to molluscan collections from the 
Big Sandy River Basin suggests that these forms have been greatly reduced within the basin. 
Aliff (1977) reported a sparse population of trematodes in the fishes of t he Big Sandy River 
and stated the probable cause to be drastically reduced molluscan (host) populations influ-
enced by acid mine drainage. 
Mining activities are not the only problems to affect benthic communities. Hilsenhoff 
( 1971) and Jordan ( 1980) investigated the effects of impoundments with hypo I imn ionic dis-
charges on tailwater communities and both researchers reported significant declines in aquat-
ic macroinvertebrates. Chironomid and simuliid larvae were the only insect groups to show 
increased population densities following impoundment and most aquatic insects could not 
re-establish in upper riffle areas. Batch (personal communication) suggests that declining 
bivalve communities in the Licking River immediately below Cave Run Lake might be at-
tributed to hypolimnionic discharges. There are four existing impoundments with hypol-
imnion discharges on the Levisa Fork River. 
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Studies of the benthic macroinvertebrates of western Virginia and eastern Kentucky 
are limited, for the most part, to fie ld investigations focusing on environmental assessments 
for flood control projects and on subsequent follow up research. Data for Levisa Drainage, as 
wel l as other portions of the Big Sandy Basin, have been generated through projects of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District and through inventory studies conducted 
by the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission ( Harker et al. , 1979). Other researchers have 
not spent a great deal of time or effort in studying t he aquatic macroinvertebrates of the Big 
Sandy River Basin and the minimal published lit erature reflects the lack of professional in-
terest in this region. The paucity of field studies centering on macroinvertebrates is not 
unique t o the Big Sandy Basin, but is a regional problem throughout much of Virg inia, West 
Virginia, and Kentucky. 
Many tributaries of the Big Sandy River, including the Levisa Fork, are impacted by 
mining and the aquatic macroinvertebrate fauna exist under stressed, depauperate condi-
tions (Harker et al., 1979). Silt-laden streams show decreased diversity and marginal benthic 
populations, which are common to other Eastern Kentucky tributaries, and continued moni-
toring of these habitats is essential as the demand for coal resources increases. Table I pro-
vided a listing of the known aquatic macroinvertebrates of the Big Sandy River Basin. The 
data have been compi led in tabular form accord ing to t he various invertebrate taxa in an 
attempt to include all of the available collection information. 
Table I includes approximately 500 different taxa of macroinvertebrates collected in 
or adjacent to the Big Sandy River Basin. These taxa have been identified to different levels, 
from the phylum down to specific and subspecific levels, based mainly on the availability of 
keys and on the stage of t he life cycle col lected. Early instars of aquatic insects are charac-
teristical ly difficult to determine to specific levels due to the lack of development of key 
characters and/or the degree to which the instars are understood. Some aquatic insect larvae 
such as the chironomids, require detailed studies under compound microscopy for specific 
dete rmination and such studies are characteristically not feasible due to the man hours 
involved for such determinations. Other aquatic invertebrate groups, such as the freshwater 
oligochaetes and nematodes, require equally detailed investigations and most aquatic bio-
logists are not sufficiently familiar with these groups to allow for species determinations. 
Methodological Issues 
Data summarized into Table I are generally reported as they appeared in the literature 
or as they were received from other sources. There are, however, a couple of notable excep-
tions and it is necessary that t hey be recognized in an attempt to eliminate confusion within 
the I iterature. 
Data generated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, abbreviated 
as ACE- HD, were taken from computer data bases for existing projects within the Big 
Sandy River Basin or from environmental assessments sponsored by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Huntington District. Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission data, abbreviated as 
KNPC, were obtained from two different state documents, Aquatic Biota and Water Quality 
Survey of the Appalachian Province (Harker et al., 1979) and Aquatic Biota and Water 
Quality Survey of the Upper Cumberland River Basin (Harker et al., 1980). Data for the 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District and for the Kentucky Nature Preserves 
Commission were taken at fixed stations and much of this research is ongoing. Other sources 
of data, cited in Table I, were obtained either from published literature or t h rough personal 
communications with professional sources. Specimens reported for the Morehead State 
University Entomological Collection, abbreviated as MSU in Table I, were randomly taken 
on class related field trips. 
Data reported for the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission, KNPC-79 in Table I, 
have been revised since that publication and the revised data were made available through 
Mr. Skip Call of the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission. References credited to KNPC-
79, Table I, are more detailed, with more specimens having been identified to the species 
level than in the publication on the Appalachian Province (Harker et al., 1979). Resh (1975), 
in his study of the caddisflies of Kentucky, includes a long list of specimens from Paint 
Creek. These same data are also reported in the Paintsville Lake Environmental Assessment 
(United States Department of the Army, Huntington District Army Corps of Engineers, 
1975). Caddisfly data included in both of the publicatons are without a doubt the same 
specimens; both were published in 1975, and neither publication credits the other publica-
tion. An assumption that the Paintsvil le Lake data (ACE-HD, Paintsville Lk) were the origi-
nal sources for the specimens can be made, based on some taxonomic references and changes 
in the data presented by Resh ( 1975). However, it was necessary to give credit to both au-
thors in Table I in order to avoid misrepresenting the data. 
I ntroducecl Species 
Most of the aquatic macroinvertebrates included in Table I are generally distributed 
forms t hroughout the eastern United States. As far as is known, none of these data represent 
introduced species; all of the taxa included in Table I are included in the natura l biota of 
North America. The reported occurrence of several species in the Big Sandy River Basin re-
present range extensions and these specimens need to be re-examined. 
Species of Special Conoom 
None of the aquatic macroinvertebrates listed in Table I are considered as endangered 
or threatened species. Most of the federal and state published lists of rare or endangered 
species do not include benthic macroinvertebrates, and those lists that do characteristically 
restrict themselves to mollusks, mainly bivalves, and decapod crustaceans. The bivalve com-
munities of the Big Sandy River Basin have probably been radically reduced and existing 
forms remain threatened, but those forms listed in Table I are common to other drainage 
basins and may not be threatened elsewhere. Some of the rare or endangered macroinverte-
brate species that appear on federal and state lists may have existed in the Big Sandy River 
Basin, but if they did, it is probable that they have already been eliminated through environ-
mental stress. 
Summary 
Data for the aquatic macroinvertebrates of the Big Sandy River Basin, Table I, are 
more numerous and reflect greater diversity than supposed when this project was initiated. 
These data do not represent the complete macro invertebrate fauna of the Big Sandy River 
Basin, but do include several excellent preliminary field investigations that may serve as base-
line studies for future aquatic research projects. Overa ll , the basin has not been the subject 
of extensive research projects and the aquatic biota of the Big Sandy and· its tributaries are 
poorly understood. Future stud ies will obviously increase the number of taxa for the basin 
and wi ll broaden our understanding of its biota. 
In future studies, sampling techniques and habitat selections need to be more varied, 
so as to include opportunities for expanding our knowledge of aquatic macroinvertebrates of 
the Big Sandy River Basin. Most of the studies reported here concentrate on riffle areas, lotic 
habitats, where stream diversity and productivity are greatest. Standing pools and impound-
ments, lentic habitats, offer a different faunal assemblage and are not adequately represented 
in these data. Semiaquatic macroinvertebrates are virtually unsampled within the basin. 
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Table 2 includes a county-by-county summary of the known aquatic macroinverte-
brates of the Big Sandy River Basin. Data for Levisa Fork occurrence are distinquished from 
those of other basins in an attempt to show the diversity of aquatic macroinvertebrates in 
the Levisa Fork. Of the 493 taxa reported in Table I for the Big Sandy River Basin and ad-
jacent basins, 360 of these forms are reported to occur within the Levisa Fork Drainage. 
TABLE I 
Aquatic Macroinvetebrates of the Levisa Fork Draniage* 

































* Denotes confrimed Levisa Fork occurrence. Data on species found 
In other d ra inage basins but In counties covered partl y by the Levlsa 













Sources and Distributions 
Not reported from Levisa Fork or adjacent basins. Pennak ( 1978) describes 
these four species as common and widely distributed over North America. 
Dickenson Co, outflow at Pound River ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Not reported from Levisa Fork or other tributaries of the Big Sandy. Pennak 
(1978) describes this medusa as common in the eastern U.S. and the author 
has taken C. sowerbyi from the Licking River, Tygarts Creek, and Kinniconick 
Creek. 
Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, outflow Levisa 
Fk ACE-HD (Project FRL); Wise Co. outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 
(Project NFP). 
These triclads are widely distributed and common forms in the eastern half of 
the United States Kenk (1972); Pennak (1978) but specimens reported from the 
Levisa Fk have not been determined to this level. Sphalloplana sp are common 
cave forms and are known from caves in both Kentucky and Virginia Kenk 
(1972); Phagocata morgani is known from Ky. Kenk (1972). 
Levisa Fork Basin. Only those macrolnvertebrates commonly 














Table 1 Continued 
Sources and Distributions 
Pennak (1978) reports P. rubrum as a synonym of P. graecense. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr below Long Branch, Blaine Cr below Backbone Cr ACE-HD (Project 
YBC); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr, Lost Cr of Little Paint Cr, Paint Cr a-
bove Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV); Pike Co, outflow Levisa Fk HCE-HD 
(Project FRL); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Nematodes are an extremely difficult group to handle and classify, and are gen-
erally overlooked or avoided by most aquatic biologists Pennk (1978). Ferris 
et al. ( 1973) provides keys to 56 genera of aquatic nematodes for eastern North 
America and many of these no doubt occur within the Big Sandy Drainage 
System. Collected forms have not been classified beyond the level of the 
phylum. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE - HD (Project PIV) ; 
Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk of Paint Cr, Lost Cr of Little Paint Cr, 
Paint Cr above Ostorne Br, Little Paint Cr below entrance of Lost Cr ACE-
HD (Project PIV); Pike Co, Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFR), 
outflow Levisa Fk ACE- HD (Project FPL), Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project 
DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr ACE-HD (Project NFP); 
Buchanan Co, Russell Fk Bad Cr ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, 
McClure River at Haysi, Russell Fk Dam Site ACE-HD (Project LFR). 
This genus is considered as cosmopolitan Pennak (1978). G robustus and 
Paragordius varius are the most widely distributed species of horsehair worms 
in the U. S. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Not reported from the Levisa Fk or adjacent drainage basins. Pennak (1978) 
suggests that the paucity of data for North America reflects the lack of interest 
on the part of ecologists and taxonomists. Bryozoans are particularly successful 
i n slow streams and impounded waters. Pectinatella magnifica is a common in-
habitant of reservoirs in eastern Ky and has been collected by the author on 
numerous occasions throughout the region . 
North American aquatic oligochaetes are very poorly understood Pennak 
(1978). For many groups, identification is dependent upon internal variations 
of reproductive systems which require sectioning and/or dissection. Most of the 
available data are not identified beyond the level of the class. Lawrence Co. 
Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), 
Little Blaine Cr, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) , Blaine Cr at mouth of Carter Br, 
Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at mouth of Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr be-
low Long Br, Blaine Cr near Martha, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below 
Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church 
ACE-HD (Project PIV), Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk of Paint Cr at con-

















Table 1 Continued 
Sources and Distributions 
Cr, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr, Open Fk, 
Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr be-
low Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV), Open Fk above Relief ACE-HD 
(Paintsville Lk) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Johns 
Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Spurlock 
Cr, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pine Co, outflow Levisa Fk ACE-HD 
(Project FRL), Shelby Cr near Shelbiana, Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City, Russell 
Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project FLA), inflow Johns Cr, Brushy Fk of 
Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad 
Cr, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP) ; 
Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRL), Slate Cr at Grundy, 
Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi, 
Russell Fk at Dam Site ACE-HD (Project LFR). outflow at Pound River, 
Pound River inflow at Norland, inflow at Cranesnest River ACE-HD (Project 
JWF ). Adjacent basin collections include Boyd Co, East Fk of Little Sandy 
KNPC (1979) ; Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Pennak ( 1978) recognizes a revision of the orders of Oligochates and Haplotax-
ida replaces Plesiopora . Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Pro-
ject PIV) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lake, North Fk Pound River at 
Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Pennak (1970) reports this species as "RARE". Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow 
ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
This is one of the largest families of aquatic oligochaetes and some of the speci-
mens listed above no doubt belong to this family. Hiltunen and Klemm (1980) 
provide annotations for Naididae suggesting wide distributions for representa-
tives of several genera. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD 
(Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk,Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint 
Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr, Little Paint Cr below Lost 
Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Representatives of Naidium have been reassigned t o other genera, Dero and 
Pristina, thus eliminating this taxa Pennak (1978). Without the specimens for 
examination the determination of the proper taxon is impossible. Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr, Open 
Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
The status of this group of commensala is undetermined. Many authorities have 
viewed them as leeches but a modern approach suggests that this group arose 
from anchstrat stock before the Oligochaete-Hirudinea split Pennak (1978). 
Branchiobdellids are commensals on crayfish and Holt (1969) provides ranges 
for this species of the southern Appalachians. Morgan Co, Lost Cr of Little 
Paint Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo 






























Table 1 Continued 
Sources and Distributions 
Specimens taken from Levisa Fk and adjacent basins have not been identified 
beyond the level of the class. Lawrence Co, Little Blaine Cr, Blaine Cr KNPC 
(1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Floyd 
Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979). Specimens 
from adjacent basins include Knott Co, Carr Fk of the North Fk of the Licking 
River KNPC (1979). 
Klemm (1972) presents a listing of North American leeches and includes their 
ranges, but does not provide information concerning southwestern Virginia or 
eastern Ky. H. stagnalis and G. complanata are described as very common and 
wide ranging in North America Klemm (1972); Pennak (1978). 
Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site ACE-HD (Project 
LFR). 
Pike Co, Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project FRL). 
Known from Lawrence and Boyd Counties Branson (1970). Range includes the 
Ohio River and Big Sandy. 
Known from Morgan Co and ranges throughout the Licking River Basin Branson 
(1970). 
Known from Morgan and Magoffin Counties but not from the Levisa Fk 
Branson (1970). 
Known from Letcher Co and ranges throughout the Cumberland Basin Branson 
(1970) . 
Known from Lawrence and Boyd Counties Branson (1970). Range includes the 
Ohio River and Big Sandy. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD 
(Paintsville Lk). 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk below Toms Cr KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Right Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, 
Patok81' Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint 
Cr, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project 
PIV); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Cr, Russell 
Fk at Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFR). 






















Table 1 Continued 
Sources and Distributions 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk), Blaine 
below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBCI; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Paint Cr at F ishtrap Church, Little Pa int Cr above confluence with Open 
Fk, Open Fk at confluence with Little Paint Cr, Mine Fk ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk), Levisa Fk below Toms Cr KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr 
above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) , Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr 
KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland River KNPC 
(1979) ; Buchanan Co. Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project FRL). 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr ACE- HD 
(Project PIV); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk); 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr ACE-HD 
(Project PIV). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Project PIV). 
Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE- HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Levisa Fk out-
flow ACE- HD (Project FRL). 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk below Toms Cr KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Burch ( 1972) provides annotations for species of Sphaeriidae. Several species of 
Sphaerium and Pisidium occur within the range of Levisa Fk. 
Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel Cr, Lower Laurel Cr, Hood Cr, Little Blaine Cr 
ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk), Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project 
YBC); Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland River KNPC (1979); Dicken-
son Co, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) . 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine Cr, Blaine Cr, KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Right Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Burch (1973) provides annotations for species of Unionidae and other Union• 
aceans. Several species, other than these listed below, are within range of Levisa 
Fk but it is doubtful that they presently occur within the basin due to the de-
graded conditions throughout much of the Basin. 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk below Toms Cr KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine Cr, Little Blaine Cr ACE- HD 
(Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffords-
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Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk below Toms Cr KNPC (9179). 
Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Martin Co, Highly eroded shell from Rockcastles Cr KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, 
Pa int Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of 
Open Fk, Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Wise 
Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project 
NFP); Buchana Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Co, out• 
flow at Pound River ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Mouth of Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br 
ACE-HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Lost Cr of Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV); 
Dickenson Co, outflow of Pound River, inflow at Cranesnest River ACE-HD 
(Project JWF). Asellus sp is also reported from Boyd Co, East Fk of Little 
Sandy River KNPC (1979). 
Williams (1972) provides a checklist of the species of Asellus and these forms 
are considered as common and widely distributed throughout the east-central 
states. All three species are known from Kentucky and/or Virginia. 
Steeves ( 1969) reports this troglobitic isopod from Wise Co, Virginia Apparently 
from t he Powell River Drainage Basin. Other troglobitic Asellids having ranges 
that include Levisa Fk Basin are A. pricei, A. holsinger, and A. richardsonae. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River Drainage KNPC (19791. Williams (1972) 
describes this as a typical form from springs and streams throughout the east• 
central states. 
Pennak (1978) describes this species as the most common and widely distribut-
ed species of Lirceus in the eastern states. Williams (1972) includes Kentucky 
and Virginia in the range of L. lineatus. 
Holsinger (1972) reports this species to be extremely common from cave 
streams, springs, and spring runs throughout the Appalachians. He includes col-
lection data from Boyd, Lawrence, Morgan, Magoffin, Wise, Dickenson, and 
Buchanan Counties. Specific locations of collections were not available but no 
doubt G. minus should be included as a member of the Levisa Fork fauna. 
Pennak (1978) describes these forms as having an epigean habitat. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD )Project 
YBC). 
Holsinger (1972) reports this species from Wise Co, Virginia. C. antennatus is a 
common troglobitic species that is normally associated with the isopod Asellus 
recurvatus (see above). 
Pennak (1978) describes this species as widely distributed in the eastern half of 
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This genus of typically hypogean forms ranges throughout the east~entral states 
and collected spec imens from Virginia and West V irginia border the Levisa Fk 
Basin. Holsinger (1972) reports an unidentified specimen from eastern Ky. 
Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). Hobbs (1972) provides a com-
plete account of freshwater decapods and their general ranges. Included here 
are those forms that occur within Levisa Fk or border its dra inage basin. 
Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below con-
fluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, 
Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Johns Cr 
outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, 
Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW); Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD 
(Project FRLl; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr North Fk Pound 
Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP ); 
Dickenson Co, outflow at Pound R iver, Pound River inflow at Norland, inflow 
at Cranesnest River ACE-HD (Project JWFI. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Co near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Mouth Cherokee Cr 
ACE-HD (Project YBC); Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk 
and Little Paint Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd 
Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE- HD (Project DEW), Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979); 
Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Hobbs (1969) suggests C. robustus ranges throughout the lower portion of 
Levisa Fk. Lawrence Co, Little Blaine Cr KNPC (19791; Floyd Co, R ight Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979); 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979); Colliers Cr, 
Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); C. robustus has also been taken in Boyd 
Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979) and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug 
Fk KNPC (1979). 
Hobbs ( 1969) suggests that C. b . bartonii ranges throughout Levisa Fk Basin. 
Pennak (1978) describes C. b . bartonii as being generally d istributed throughout 
the central and northern states east of the Mississippi River. Rhoades (19441 
sites records of C. b . bartonii from Boyd, Lawrence, Johnson, Morgan, and 
Martin Counties. 
This species has not been collected within the Levisa Fk Basin, but Hobbs 
(1969) suggests its range to include the upper extremes of the basin throughout 
Wise, Buchanan, Dickenson, and Pike Counties. C. distans has been taken in 
Letcher Co from the Cumberland Basin. These collections include data from 
Colliers Br of Poor Fk KNPC (19791; Colliers Cr and Bad Br KNPC (1980); 
and Cumberland River Rhoades (1944). 
This burrowing crayfish has been reported from Boyd Co, Big Sandy R iver Basin 
by Rhoades (19441 . Hobbs (1969) indicates that the range of this species in-
cludes a large portion of the eastern U. S., but only per ipherally borders the 
Appalachians. 
This species has been taken in Pike Co from Russell Fk at Elkhorn City by 
Batch ( 1981) and ranges throughout the lower portion of the Levisa Fk, accord-
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These species of Cambarus either border the Levisa Fk Basin or may occur in 
the uppermost reaches of its tributaries Hobbs (1969 and 1972). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Mouth of Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, 
Blaine Cr at Mouth of Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above 
Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Blaine Cr at 
Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Mouth of Little Blaine, 
Upper Laurel Cr, Lower Laurel Cr, Hood Cr, Little Blaine Cr ACE- HD (Yates-
ville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV), 
Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Mine Fk, Little Paint Cr 
ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Lost Cr of Little Paint Cr, Paint Cr above 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk at Little Paint Cr ACE-HD 
{Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project FRL); 
Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); Buchanan Co, 
Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD {Project FR U; Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at 
Norland ACE- HD {Project JWF). 
Rhoades (1944) collected this species throughout the Big Sandy Drainage but 
mistakenly described the form as 0. j uvenilis. Bouchard (1974) believes these 
forms described by Rhodes to be 0. putnami and they are so treated in this 
paper. Batch (1981 ) has records of 0. juvenil is from Pike Co, but believes they 
are 0. putnami also. Lawrence Co Rhoades (1944), Little Blaine Cr, Blaine Cr 
KNPC (1 979) ; Johnson Co Rhoades (1944), Levisa Fk, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); 
Moragn Co Rhoades (1944), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Magoffin 
Co Rhoades (1944), Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co Rhoades (1944), 
Spurlock Cr, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co Rhoades (1944), 
Russell Fk at Elkhorn City Batch (1981 ), Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co 
Rhoades (1944), Laurel Fk of Ky River, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); 
Letcher Co Rhoades (1944), Coll iers Fk of Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC 
(1979) ; putnami has also been taken from the East Fk Little Sandy; Boyd Co 
KNPC (1979) and Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk; Martin Co KNPC (1979). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at F ishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
According to their distributions, as presented by Hobbs (1972), these crayfish 
may occur within the Big Sandy Drainage. 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979); Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 81 North American species within this family. Some 
representatives are common forms, having wide ranges and preferring lotic 
habitats. Records from Levisa Fk are scarce expect for the genus lsonychia. 
Taxa 
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This is the largest genus within Siphlonuridae and it ranges throughout the 
mountains of the eastern U.S. Collections reported for Levisa Fk have not been 
identified below the level of the genus but A. lineatus and A. ludens have ranges 
that include the Levisa Fk Basin Burks (1953). Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Mouth of Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC);° 
Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV); Knott Co, Defected 
Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection). 
Edmunds ( 1978) describes this genus as widespread and collections have been 
made throughout the Levisa Fk Basin. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little 
Blaine, Upper Laurel, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine Cr ACE- HD (Yates-
ville Lk) , Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIV and Paintsville Lk) , Paint Cr at Staffordsville, 
Open Fk at Little Paint Cr, Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) , Jenny Cr 
KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk , Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint 
Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr 
below Lost Cr, Lost Cr of Little Paint Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint 
Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) , Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Magoffin 
Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Elkhorn 
Cr at Elkhorn City, Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFR), Johns 
Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co, 
Laurel Fk of Ky River, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane 
Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP); Buchanan Co, Dismal Cr at Grundy, 
Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi, 
Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFR), Pound River inflow at Norland, 
inflow at Cranesnest River ACE- HD (Project JWF). Collections from counties 
within the Big Sandy Drainage but not within Levisa Fk include Boyd Co, East 
Fk Little Sandy River KNPC (1979) and Mart in Co , Rockcastle Cr KNPC. 
(1979) . 
Edmunds (1978) describes this genus as widespread but no collections have been 
made for the Levisa Fk . Burks (1953) suggests that eastern Kentucky, including 
Levisa Fk, lies within the range of S. guebecensis. 
Edmunds (1978) reports 128 species of North American baetids and generally 
describes the group as preferring lotic habitats. Several genera of Baetidae ex-
tend their ranges into eastern Kentucky and southwestern Virginia Burke (1953) 
Edmunds et. al. 1976. Tarter (1976) collected baetids from the Big Sandy River 
(Boyd Co) and from the Tug Fk below Litwan, at Ma·tewan and below Kermit. 
Lawrence Co, Rich Cr Samsel et al., (1973) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, 
Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV); Pike Co, Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Pro·· 
ject FRL); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk 
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The numerous collections for Baetis no doubt represent more than one species, 
but are herein lumped together until such determinations are made. Burks 
(1953) provides the range for B. pygmaeus which indicates this species may 
occur in eastern Ky. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper Laurel, 
Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk), Little Blaine KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV and Paintsville Lkl. Paint 
Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint Cr, Little Paint Cr ACE- HD(Paints-
ville Lk), Levisa Fk, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk, Oyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little 
Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne 
Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HO (Project PIV), Open Fk Paint Cr above 
Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); 
Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo 
Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Spurlock Cr, Right Fk Beaver 
Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD 
(Project DEW), Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project FRL), Elkhorn Cr, Bear 
Fk KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co, Defeated Cr, Little Carr Fk, Wolf Pen Cr of Licking 
River (MSU Entomological Collection) , Carr Fk , Laurel Fk KNPC (1979) ; 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980) , Colliers Br Poor 
Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr 
North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow 
ACE- HD (Project FRL), Levisa Fk below Grundy, Slate Cr at Grundy ACE-
HD (Project LFR), Dickenson Co. McClure River at Haysi ACE-HD (Project 
LFR), Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland, Cranesnest River 
inflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). The genus has been taken from Boyd Co, East 
Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979) and Martin Co , Rockcastle Cr KNPC (1979). 
Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City, Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Pro-
ject LFR); Buchanan Co, Dismal Cr at Grundy, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project 
LFR) ; Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site ACE- HD 
(Project LFR). 
Ta rter (1976) reports this species from Elkhorn Cr of Tug Fk. 
No recorded collections of Callibaetis have been made for Levisa Fk, but species 
of Callibaetis are widespresd and possibly range into the basin Burks (1953), 
Edmunds et al. (1976). 
Collections from counties within the Big Sandy Dra niage, but not within Levisa 
Fk include Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy; Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk, 
and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD 
(Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound 
Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP) ; 
Dickenson Co, Cranesnest River inflow ACE- HD (Project JWF) . 
Collections from counties within the Big Sandy Dra inage, but not within Levisa 
Fk include Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking R iver, and Knott Co, Laurel Fk of 
Ky River KNPC (1979). Morgan Co, Open Fk, Paint Cr below Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD 
(Project DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
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Collections from counties within the Big Sandy Drainage, but not within levisa 
Fk include Boyd Co, East Fk little Sandy, and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr KNPC 
(1979). Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below long Br, 
Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project 
YBCI, Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Oyer 
Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence Open Fk and little Paint, Open Fk, 
Little Paint below Lost Cr, lost Cr of little Paint, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, 
Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Magoffin Co, licking River 
KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project 
DEWI, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (19791; Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk 
of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW), levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project 
FRL); Knott Co, laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, 
outflow North Fk Pound lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project 
NFP); Buchanan Co, levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project JWF); Dickinson Co, 
Pound River outflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 152 species of mayflies within Heptageniidae. Species 
of this family are very common, wide ranging forms that are found in both lotic 
and lentic habitats. Several researchers provide keys and ranges for representa-
tive of this family Burks (1953); Day (1956); Pennak (1978); Tarter (1976) 
collected Heptageniids from the Tug Fk of the Big Sandy at Matewan, below 
Kermit, above Welch, below litwan, and at Ory Fk at Iaeger. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Rich Cr Samsel et al., 
(1973) ; Morgan Co, Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Cr ACE-HD (Project 
PIV); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound lk ACE-
HD (Project NFP). 
The numerous collections for Stenonema no doubt represent more than one 
species, but are herein lumped together until such determinations are made. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk). Little Blaine 
Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project 
PIV), Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr be-
low confluence of Open Fk and little Paint, Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne 
Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, 
Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Right Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), 
Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City, Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project 
LFR), Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co, laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (19791; Defeated Cr and Little Carr Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological 
Collection); Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, out• 
flow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound lk, North Fk Pound River at 
Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFPI; Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow 
ACE-HD (Project FRL); Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Co, 
Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFR). Pound River inflow at Norland, 
Cranesnest River inflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). Genus is reported for Martin 
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Lewis (1974) provides a distributional map for this wide ranging, common 
species. Tater ( 1976) reports S. Tripunctatum from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper 
Laurel, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk);Johnson 
Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Little Paint Cr, Open 
Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD 
(Project DEW). This species has also been taken in Boyd Co, East Fk Little 
Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lewis (1974) provided a distributional map for this wide ranging, common spe-
cies. Tarter ( 1976) reports S. vicarium from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk, Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr above 
Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of 
Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little 
Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne 
Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Caney Cr of Licking 
River KNPC (1979) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, 
Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project DEW), 
Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Johns Cr, inflow, Brushy Fk of 
Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW), Shelby Cr nearElkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City 
ACE-HD (Project LFR) , Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk and 
Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of 
Cumberland KNPC (1979); Colliers Cr KNPC (1980; identification question-
able) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
HD (Project NFP); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD Project LFR); Dicken-
son Co, McClure River at Haysi, Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site 
ACE-HD (Proj"ect LFR) , Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project 
JWF). S. vicarium has been reported from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC 
(1979) a nd Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (19791. 
Lewis (1974) provides a distributional map for this wide ranging , common 
species. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Ho llow, Bla ine Cr at Cherokee 
Cr, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE- HD (Project YBC); Morgan Co, Patoker 
Br of Open Fk, Pa int Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open 
Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD 
(Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project 
DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) . 
According to the distributional map provided by Lewis (1974), S. terminatum 
occurs throughout the lower portion of Levisa Fk Basin. Johnson Co, Levisa Fk 
KNPC (1979); Floyd Co , Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). This species has 
been taken in Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979). This form has also been taken in Martin 
Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (19791. 
According to the distributional map provided by Lewis (1974), S. integrum is 
a wide ranging species in the southeastern states. Johnson Cr/ Levisa Fk KNPC 
(1979) ; Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking R iver KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, 
Licking River KNPC (1979). This form has also been taken in Martin Co, 
Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
CXl 
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Floyd Co , Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
This species is recorded from Letcher Co, Colliers Cr KNPC (1980) , but has to 
be questioned since this greatly extends the range for the species Lewis (1974). 
This species is recorded from Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (1979), but has to be questioned since this extends the range for the 
species lewis (1974). 
This species is recorded from Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979), but has to be 
questioned since this greatly extends the range for the species lewis ( 1974). 
Reported from Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979 ). 
According to distributional maps persented by l ewis (1974), these species have 
ranges that include the Levisa Fk Basin. 
According to Edmunds et al. (1976) , Stenacron is restricted to the eastern and 
central U.S. Lawrence Co, little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, levisa Fk 
KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and little 
Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and little Paint, little Paint Cr below 
Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE- HD (Pro-
ject PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, Licking River 
KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE- HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE- HD (Project DEW), 
Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFR) , Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; 
Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); Buchanan Co, 
Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRL), Slate Cr at Grundy ACE-HD (Pro• 
ject LFR); Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland 
ACE-HD (Project JWF) . This genus has also been taken from Martin Co, Rock-
castle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979) , and Boyd Co, East Fk little Sandy KNPC 
(1979). 
According to lewis (1974) this species ranges through the east central U.S. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below long Br, Blaine Cr 
above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk 
ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD 
(Project DEW); Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980) ; Wise Co, Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Edmunds et al. (1976) describes this genus as common and widespread in the 
Nearctic region. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, 
Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and little Paint, Open Fk, lost Cr of 
little Paint Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Magoffin 
Co, licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE- HD (Project DEW), Right Fk little Sandy KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Brushy 
Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979) , Defeated Cr (MSU Entomological Collection) ; Letcher Co, Bad Br and 
Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound 
Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); Buchanan Co, Russell 
Fk ACE-HD (Project LF R). The genus has also been taken from Boyd Co, East 






• Ephemerella sp 
•Ephemerella (Attenella) sp 
Ephemerella (Drunella) sp 
•Ephemerella (Drunella) cornuta 
•Ephemerella (Ephemerella) dorothea 
Ephemerella (Ephemerella) hispida 
Ephemerella (Ephemerella) argo 
*Ephemerella (Eurylophe lla) sp 
Ephemerella (Eurylophella) funeralis 
*Ephemerella (Eurylophe lla) 
temporalis group 
Ephemerella (Serratella) sp 
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Edmunds et al. (1976) describes this genus as common and w idespread. Morgan 
Co, Open Fk above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Knott Co, Defeated Cr 
(MSU Entomological Collection) ; Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC 
(1980); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP); 
Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR) ; Dickenson Co, McClure 
River at Haysi, Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian Cr ACE- HD 
(Project LFR). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE- HD (Project YBC) . 
Edmunds (1978) reports 85 species of mayflies within the family Ephemeral· 
lidae. The genus Ephemerella is the only genus within the family and represen-
tative are described as common and widespread in both lot ic and lentic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, 
Little Paint Cr ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Open Fk above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of 
Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW), Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City, Russell Fk at 
Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD 
(Project LFR); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi, Russell Fk at Haysi, 
Russell Fk at Dam Site ACE-HD (Project LFR). 
Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD 
(Project NFP) ; Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project FRLI. 
This subgenus has been collected outside the Levisa Fk in Knott Co, Laurel 
Fk of Ky River, and Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC 
(1979). 
Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE- HD (Project YBC); Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Lost Cr of Little Paint, Paint Cr 
above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC 
(1979) . 
Reported from Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (19801. 
Tarter (1976) reports this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk. 
Lawrence Co, Bla ine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD 
(Project YBC) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Lost 
Cr of Little Paint, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV); Knott 
Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of 
Cumberland KNPC (1979). This subgenus has been taken outside Levisa Fk in 
Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Tarter (1976) reports this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk. 
Lawrence Co, Litt le Bla ine Cr KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC 
(1979); Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979). 
Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Dicken-
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Edmunds ( 19781 reports 21 species for this family of mayflies and describes the 
genus Tricorythodes as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Collected 
data for Levisa Fk suggests Tricorythodes are restricted to the lower portions of 
the basin. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBCI; Johnson Co, Levisa Fk 
KNPC (19791; Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), Right Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEWI. 
This genus has been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC 
(19791. 
Edmunds (19781 reports 18 species for this family of mayflies and describes the 
genus Caenis as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Specimens reported 
herein have not been identified below the level of the genus, but Burks (1953) 
indicates that C. diminuta, simulans, and C. hilaris range throughout much of 
the U.S. C. simulans is reported as pollution tolerant Burks (1953). Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee 
Cr, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBCI, Blaine Cr below 
Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD 
(Yatesville Lkl . Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Johnson Co,, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIV and Paintsville Lkl. Paint Cr at Staffordsville, 
Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) , Jenny Cr 
KNPC (19791; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of 
Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr. Lost Cr a• 
bove Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIVI, Open Fk 
above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEWI, 
Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), 
Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, 
inflow at Cranesnest River ACE-HD (Project JWF). This genus has been taken 
from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy, and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk 
KNPC (1979). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 12 species for this family of mayflies and describes the 
genus Baetisca as widespread in lotic hab itats within the southeastern U.S, 
Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of 
Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980); 
Dickenson Co. Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF). This 
genus has been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co. Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr 
below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-
HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project 
PIV); Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open 
Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Wise Co, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
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Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Hood 
Cr, Upper Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Paint Cr ACE-
HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 70 species for this family of mayflies and describes 
representatives as extremely widespread Edmunds et al. (1976) . 
No representatives of this genus have been taken from Levisa Fk, but Burks 
(1953) and Edmunds et al. (1976) describe this group as widespread in North 
America. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, 
Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open 
Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Caney Cr of Licking 
River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Pro-
ject DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979) ; Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980) ; Wise Co, Bad Br 
North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFPI. Tarter (1976) reports P. adoptiva 
for the Laurel Fk of Tug Fk. 
Edmunds (1978) reports 13 species for this family of mayflies a nd describes 
representatives as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. McCafferty 
(1975) describes representatives of Ephemeridae as being large conspicuous 
mayflies, but cites very few records of specimens from Kentucky. Lawrence 
Co, Rich Cr of Big Sandy Samsel et al, (1973); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Long Br ACE-HD (Project YBC) , Upper Laurel, 
Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fish-
trap Church , Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk ); Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr 
ACE-HO (Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paints-
ville LK); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, 
Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland 
KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound 
Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP); 
Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFRI. 
McCafferty (1975) cites this species as common and widespread, but does not 
have records for Ky. Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Pro-
ject DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk 
of Cumberland KNPC (19791. 
McCafferty (1975) reports this species as present in large streams, rivers, and 
lakes throughout the eastern U.S. and cites Ky records. E. simulans has not 
been taken from the Big Sandy Drainage. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (19791. 
Representatives of Hexagenia burrow in fine silt and marl substrates of streams 
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from the Levisa Fk, but H. atrocaudata has been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk 
Little Sandy KNPC (1979). McCafferty (1975) describes this species as wide-
spread, but does not cite Ky records. 
McCafferty (1975) suggests that these wide ranging species could be included in 
the fauna of eastern Kentucky and southwestern Virginia. 
Edmunds (1978) reports 6 species for this family of mayflies and describes some 
representatives as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Morgan Co , 
Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk). 
McCafferty (1975) suggests that these wide ranging species could be included in 
the fauna of eastern Ky and southwestern Virginia. E. album is a northern spe-
cies and probably does not extend into the Levisa Fk Basin. 
Edmunds (1978) reports 8 species of this family of mayflies and describes repre-
sentatives as preferring lotic habitats. McCafferty (1975) describes several spe-
cies as being widespread and common in the eastern U.S. Spe<:ies whose range 
might include Levisa Fk Basin are P. distinctus, P. myops, P, rufous, and P. 
verticis. 
Odonates are predaceous insects having aquatic nymphs and terrestrial adults. 
Needham and Westfall (1955), Smith and Pritchard (1963), Westfall (1978), 
and Pennak (1978) provide excellent descriptions of odonate habitats, feeding 
habits, distributions, and taxonomy. Most representatives are excellent fliers 
and many enjoy wide ranges in North America. Resner (1970) provides an 
annotated checklist of the odonates of Ky. 
Westfall (1978) describes this family and genus as preferring lotic and lentic 
habitats in the mountains of the eastern U.S. There are 2 species within the 
family Petaluridae and a single species, T. thoreyi, within the genus Tach-
opteryx. No representatives have been taken from Levisa Fk Basin. 
Westfall (1978) reports 7 species of dragonflies for this family a nd includes the 
single genus Cordulegaster. Representatives of Cordulegaster are burrowers that 
prefer lotic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk ), Little Blaine 
KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Little Paint Cr, ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk ), Jenny Cr 
KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paints-
ville Lk); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br 
Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979), Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Floyd Co, Left Fk Beaver Cook (1951); Letcher Co Resner (1970); 
Westfall (1978) reports 86 spe<:ies of dragonflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as burrowers in lotic and lentic habitats. Representatives 
of several genera are considered as common, widespread forms in the eastern. 
U.S. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk 
and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
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Arigomphus is considered to be a subgenus by some authorit ies and representa-
tives occur in both lotic and lentic habitats. Dickenson Co, inflow at Cranenest 
River ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Floyd Co, Levisa Fk Resner (19701. 
Westfall (1978) describes nymphs of this genus as preferring lotic habitats in the 
eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Little 
Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Little Blaine, Bla ine 
Cr KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at 
Staffordsville, Little Paint Cr, Open Fk at Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk), Jenny Cr, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Morga n Co, Open Fk above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC) . 
Resner (1970) reports this species from Pike Co and Letcher Co, but stream 
localities are not given. 
Gomphurus may be considered as a subgenus and representatives are described 
and occurring in both lotic and lentic habitats. This species was reported by 
Resner (1970) from Pike and Letcher Counties, Levisa Fk. 
Representatives of this genus are widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Magoffin 
Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project 
DEW); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). The genus is also reported from Boyd Co, 
East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Letcher Co, Rockhouse Cr Cook (1951), no location Resner (1970). These data 
are probably not Levisa Fk records. 
Letcher Co, no location Macklin and Cook (1967); Resner, (1970). Probably 
not Levisa Fk records. 
Floyd Co, Levisa Fk R iver Cook (1951 ); Letcher Co, Rockhouse Cr Cook 
(1951). 
Westfall ( 1978) reports a single species fo r this genus and describes it as occur-
ing in both lotic and lentic habitats in the southeastern U.S. Letcher Co Resner 
( 1970). Probably not a Levisa Fk record. 
Representatives of this genus occur in lotic hab itats in the southeastern U.S. 
Needham and Westfall (1955) report two species within the genus. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-
HD (Project PIV), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br 
ACE- HD (Project PIV), Caney Cr of Lick ing River KNPC (1979) ; Magoffin Co, 
Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near End icott ACE-
HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, La urel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtra p 
Church ACE-HO (Paintsville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville 
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Edmunds (1978) reports 21 species for this family of mayflies and describes the 
genus Tricorythodes as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Collected 
data for Levisa Fk suggests Tricorythodes are restricted to the lower portions of 
the basin. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC ); Johnson Co, Levisa Fk 
KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE- HD (Project DEW), Right Fk 
Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEWI. 
This genus has been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC 
( 1979). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 18 species for this family of mayflies and describes the 
genus Caenis as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Specimens reported 
herein have not been identified below the level of the genus, but Burks (1953) 
indicates that C. diminuta , simulans, and C. hilaris range throughout much of 
the U.S. C. simulans is reported as pollution tolerant Burks (1953). Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee 
Cr, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Blaine Cr below 
Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD 
(Yatesville Lk) , Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Johnson Co,, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE- HD (Project PIV and Paintsville Lk). Paint Cr at Staffordsville, 
Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Paint Cr ACE- HD (Paintsville Lkl, Jenny Cr 
KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk , Paint Cr below confluence of 
Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr , Lost Cr a -
bove Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk 
above Relief ACE-HD (Pa intsville Lk) , Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), 
Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co , Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), 
Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, 
inflow at Cranesnest River ACE-HD (Project JWF). This genus has been taken 
from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy, and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk 
KNPC (1979). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 12 species for this family of mayflies and describes the 
genus Baetisca as widespread in lotic habitats within the southeastern U.S, 
Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk of 
Ky River KNPC (1 979) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980); 
Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF). This 
genus has been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr 
below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-
HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Project 
PIV) ; Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open 
Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV). 
Wise Co, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
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Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Hood 
Cr, Upper Laurel ACE-HO (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Paint Cr ACE-
HO (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk above Relief ACE-HO (Paintsville 
Lk). 
Edmunds (1978) reports 70 species for this family of mayflies and describes 
representatives as extremely widespread Edmunds et al. (1976). 
No representatives of this genus have been taken from Levisa Fk, but Burks 
(1953) and Edmunds et al. (1976) describe this group as widespread in North 
America. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HO (Project YBCI. 
Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HO (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HO (Project YBC); Johnson Co, 
Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Oyer Br of Open 
Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HO (Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking 
River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HO (Pro• 
ject DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr 
ACE-HO (Project DEW); Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky R iver KNPC 
(1979); Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad Br 
North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HO (Project NFPI. Tarter (1976) reports P. adoptiva 
for the Laurel Fk of Tug Fk. 
Edmunds ( 1978) reports 13 species for this family of mayflies and describes 
representatives as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. McCafferty 
( 1975) describes representatives of Ephemeridae as being large conspicuous 
mayflies, but cites very few records of specimens from Kentucky. Lawrence 
Co, Rich Cr of Big Sandy Samsel et al, (1973); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE-HO (Project DEW). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Long Br ACE-HO (Project YBC), Upper Laurel, 
Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HO (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fish• 
trap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HO 
(Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Oyer Br of Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr 
ACE- HO (Project PIVl , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HO (Paints• 
ville LK); Pike Co , Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HO (Project DEW); Knott Co, 
Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland 
KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound 
Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HO (Project NFP); 
Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HO (Project LFR). 
McCafferty (1975) cites this species as common and widespread, but does not 
have records for Ky. Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HO (Pro• 
ject DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk 
of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
McCafferty (1975) reports this species as present in large streams, rivers, and 
lakes throughout the eastern U.S. and cites Ky records. E. simulans has not 
been taken from the Big Sandy Drainage. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky R iver 
KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of Hexagenia burrow in fine silt and marl substrates of streams 
and rivers McCafferty (19751. No representatives of this genus have been taken 
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from the Levisa Fk , but H. atrocaudata has been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk 
Little Sandy KNPC (1979). McCafferty (1975) describes this species as wide-
spread , but does not cite Ky records. 
McCafferty (1975) suggests that these wide ranging species could be included in 
the fauna of eastern Kentucky and southwestern V irginia. 
Edmunds (1978) reports 6 species for this family of mayflies and describes some 
representatives as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk ); Morgan Co , 
Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) . 
McCafferty (1975) suggests that these wide ranging species could be included in 
the fauna of eastern Ky and southwestern Virginia . E. album is a northern spe-
cies and probably does not extend into the Levisa Fk Basin. 
Edmunds (1978) reports 8 species of this family of mayflies and describes repre-
sentatives as preferring lotic habitats. McCafferty (1975) describes several spe-
cies as being widespread and common in the eastern U.S. Species whose range 
might include Levisa Fk Basin are P. distinctus, P. myops, P, rufous, and P. 
verticis. 
Odonates are predaceous insects having aquatic nymphs and terrestrial adults. 
Needham and Westfall (1955), Smith and Pritchard (1963), Westfall (1978) , 
and Pennak (1978) provide excellent descriptions of odonate habitats, feeding 
habits, distributions, and taxonomy. Most representatives are excellent fliers 
and many enjoy wide ranges in North America. Resner (1970) provides an 
annotated checklist of the odonates of Ky. 
Westfall (1978) describes this family and genus as preferring lotic and lentic 
habitats in the mountains of the eastern U.S. There are 2 species within the 
family Petaluridae and a single species, T . thoreyi, within the genus Tach• 
opteryx. No representatives have been taken from Levisa Fk Basin. 
Westfall (1978) reports 7 species of dragonflies for this family and includes the 
single genus Cordulegaster. Representatives of Cordulegaster are burrowers that 
prefer lotic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk), Little Blaine 
KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Little Paint Cr, ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Jenny Cr 
KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paints• 
ville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br 
Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979), Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Floyd Co, Left Fk Beaver Cook (1951) ; Letcher Co Resner (1970); 
Westfall (1978) reports 86 species of dragonflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as burrowers in lotic and lentic habitats. Representatives 
of several genera are considered as common, widespread forms In the eastern. 
U.S. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk 
and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, inflow at Cranesnest River ACE-HD (Project 
JWF). 
Taxa 
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Arigo mph us is considered to be a subgenus by some authorities and representa-
tives occur in both lotic and lentic habitats. Dickenson Co, inflow at Cranenest 
River ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Floyd Co, Levisa Fk Resner (1970). 
Westfall (1978) describes nymphs of this genus as preferring lotic habitats in the 
eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Little 
Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk ), Little Blaine, Blaine 
Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at 
Staffordsville, Little Paint Cr, Open Fk at Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk), Jenny Cr, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Open Fk above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Resner (1970) reports this species from Pike Co and Letcher Co, but stream 
localities are not given. 
Gomphurus may be considered as a subgenus and representatives are described 
and occurring in both lotic and lentic habitats. This species was reported by 
Resner (1970) from Pike and Letcher Counties, Levisa Fk. 
Representatives of this genus are widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Magoffin 
Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project 
DEW); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). The genus is also reported from Boyd Co, 
East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Letcher Co, Rockhouse Cr Cook (1951), no location Resner (1970 ). These data 
are probably not Levisa Fk records. 
Letcher Co, no location Macklin and Cook (1967); Resner, (1970). Probably 
not Levisa Fk records. 
Floyd Co, Levisa Fk River Cook (1951) ; Letcher Co, Rockhouse Cr Cook 
(1951). 
Westfall ( 1978) reports a single species for this genus and describes it as occur-
ing in both lotic and lentic habitats in the southeastern U.S. Letcher Co Resner 
(1970). Probably not a Levisa Fk record. 
Representatives of this genus occur in lotic habitats in the southeastern U.S. 
Needham and Westfall (1955) report two species within the genus. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-
HD (Project PIV), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Pai!lt Cr above Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Magoffin Co, 
Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-
HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP) . 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Pa int Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville 
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Representatives of this genus a re widespread and reported as preferring lotic 
habitats. This genus has not been reported from Levisa Fk, but it has been 
taken from Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). 
Nymphs of this genus are widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Little Blaine, 
Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). Blaine Cr below Brushy Br, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, 
Upper Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Mine Fk, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD 
(Paintsville Lk ); Morga n Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). This genus has 
also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979), and Martin 
Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979) . 
Westfall (1978) reports a single species for this genus and describes it as occur• 
ring in lotic habitats in the eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb 
Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Stylurus may be considered as a subgenus and representatives are described as 
widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Letcher Co,no location Resner 
(1970). It is probably not found in the Levisa Fk Basin. 
Westfall (1978) reports 37 species of dragonflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as climbers in lentic habitats. Their preference for lentic 
habitats helps to explain their sparse incidence in Levisa Fk Basin. 
This is the largest genus within Aeshnidae, but representatives prefer lentic 
habitats and are associated with aquatic vegetation. Members of Aeshna are 
widespread but have not been taken from Levisa Fk Basin. The genus has been 
taken from Letcher Co, Colliers Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) . 
Westfall (1978) reports a single species for this genus. Basiaeschna is one of the 
few genera preferring lotic habitats. This species has been taken from Boyd Co, 
East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus are described as preferring lotic habitats in the 
eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Com, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, 
Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine ACE-HD 
(Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Mine Fk , Little Blaine, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of 
Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Caney Cr of Licking River 
KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) : Letcher Co, Colliers 
Br of Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). This genus has been taken from 
Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy, and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC 
(1979). 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Levisa Fk , 
Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott AC£- HD 
(Project DEW), Spurlock Cr and Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co. 
Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW), Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; 
Knott Co, Wolf Pen Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection) ; Letcher 
Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at 

















• Libellula cyanea 
*Libellula luctuosa 
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Lawrence Co, Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC 
(1979). 
Westfall ( 1978) reports 11 species of dragonflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as sprawlers in lotic and lentic habitats. 
Dragonflies of this genus are generally described as ranging throughout the 
southeastern U.S. This genus is not reported for Levisa Fk Morgan Co, Caney 
Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979). 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). This species has also been 
taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Nymphs of this genus are described as sprawlers and generally range throughout 
the eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper Laurel 
ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at 
Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, 
Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, no location Resner 
(1970). 
Westfall (1978) reports 49 species of dragonflies for this family and describes 
the nymphs as sprawlers and climbers in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Westfall (1978) reports a single species for this genus in the eastern U.S. Resner 
(1970) reports this species for Pike Co and Letcher Co, but no stream data are 
provided. 
Westfall (1978) reports 2 species for this genus in the eastern U.S. Morgan Co, 
Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Floyd Co, Left Fk Beaver Cr Cook (1951 ); Letcher Co, no location Resner 
(1970). 
Representatives of this genus are generally distributed in the northern U.S. 
Floyd Co, at Prestonsburg Cook (1947); Letcher Co, at Jenkins Cook (1947) . 
Nymphs of this genus are described as widespread. Floyd Co, Left Fk Beaver 
Cr at Melvin Cook (1951); Pike Co, no location Resner (1970); Letcher Co, no 
location Resner (1970). 
Westfall ( 1978) reports 91 species of dragonflies for this family and describes 
nymphs as mostly sprawlers in lentic habitats. This preference for lentic habi-
tats helps to explain their sparse incidence in Levisa Fk Basin. Lawrence Co, 
Rich Cr of Big Sandy Samsel et al. (1973). 
Nymphs of this genus are described as preferring· lentic habitats in the eastern 
U.S. Resner (1970). reports this species from Letcher Co, but does not provide 
other collection data. It is doubtful that this is a Levisa Fk record. 
Representatives of this genus are described as preferring lentic habitats and are 
widespread. Resner (1970) reports this species from Floyd Co, but does not 
provide other collection data. 
Westfall ( 1978) describes nymphs for this genus as being widespread in both 
lentic and lotic habitats. Resner (1970) reports this species from Pike Co, but 
does not provide other collection data. 
Resner (1970) reports this species from Floyd, Pike, and Letcher Counties, but 
does not provide other collection data. 
Taxa 
• Libellula pulchella 
•Pachydiplax longipennis 
"Pantala flavescens 
• Perithemis ten era 
"Plathemis lydia 
"Trapezostigma (=T ramea) carolina 
"Trapezostigma (=Tramea) lacerata 
Calopterygidae (=Agrionidae) 
•calopteryx (=Agrion) sp 
"Calopteryx (=Agrion) maculata 
•calopteryx (=Agrion) dimidiata 
• H etaeri na sp 
"Hetaerina americana 
Lestidae 
• Lestes vigil ax 
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Resner (1970) reports this species from Floyd, Pike and Letcher Counties, but 
does not provide other collection data. 
Westfall (1978) reports a single species for this genus and describes nymphs as 
being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Resner (1970) reports 
this species from Floyd and Letcher Counties, but does not provide other 
collection data. 
Representatives of this genus are described as being widespread in lentic hab-
itats. Resner (1970) reports this species from Pike Co, but does not provide 
other collection data. 
Nymphs of Perithemis are described as being widespread in lotic habitats. 
Resner (1970) reports this species from Floyd, Pike, and Letcher Counties 
but does not provide other collection data. 
Nymphs of Plathemis are descr ibed as being widespread in lentic habitats. 
Resner (1970) reports this species from Floyd, Pike, and Letcher Counties, but 
does not provide other collection data. 
Westfall (1978) describes nymphs of this genus as being widespread in lentic 
habitats. Cook (1951) reports this species from Letcher Co, at Jenkins. 
Resner (1970) reports this species from Floyd Co, Levisa Fk. 
Westfall (1978) reports 8 species of damselflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as cl imbers in both lotic and lentic habitats. Tarter (1976) 
reports Calopterygidae for Dry Fk of Tug Fk at lager. 
Damselflies of this genus are described as being widespread in lotic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Little Blaine, Upper Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Blaine Cr at Carter 
Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Little Blaine, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Johnson 
Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV), Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Mine Fk ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Levisa Fk, 
Jenny Fk KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Paint Cr a-
bove Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief 
ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, 
Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Spurlock Cr, Right 
Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co, 
Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor 
Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Pike Co, no location Resner (1970); Knott Co, no location Resner (1970); 
Dickenson Co, Laurel Lk vicinity Voshell (1981 ). 
Resner (1970) suggests that the range of this species could include portions of 
Ky. 
Representatives of this genus are described as being widespread in lotic habitats. 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD 
(Project FRL). 
Pike Co, Levisa Fk Resner (1970) . 
Westfall (1978) reports 18 species of damselflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as climbers in both lotic and lentic habitats. 









*Argia fumipennis violacea 
*Argia tibialis 
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Westfall ( 1978) reports 93 species of damselflies for this family and describes 
most representatives as climbers in both lotic and lentic habitats. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Rich Cr of Big Sandy 
Samsel et. al. (1973); Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project 
PIV); Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE-HD (Project DEW); Buchanan Co, 
Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRL). 
Westfall ( 1978) reports a single species for this genus and describes it as prefer-
ring lentic habitats in the eastern U.S. Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC 
(1979). 
Agria is a large genus having 27 species of damselflies Westfall (1978), and 
nymphs are described as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC), Blaine Cr at 
Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Blaine Cr, 
Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Jenny Fk, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); 
Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (19791; Magoffin Co, Licking 
River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); 
Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR). This genus has also 
been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979), and Martin Co, 
Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Resner (1970) suggests that this species may extend its range into Ky. It has 
not been reported for the portions of Levisa Fk that lie in Ky. 
Dickenson Co, Laurel Lk vicinity Voshell (1981). 
Pike Co, Levisa Fk Resner ( 1970). 
Pike Co, Levisa Fk Resner (1970). 
Westfall ( 1978) reports a single species for this genus and describes it as prefer-
ring lotic habitats in the eastern U.S. Dickenson Co, Laurel Lk vicinity Voshell 
(1981). 
Enallagma is a large genus, having 34 species Westfall ( 1978) and nymphs are de-
scribed as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr KNPC (197.9); Johnson Co, Jenny Cr, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); 
Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, Licking 
River KNPC (1979), Licking River (MSU Entomological Collection); Floyd Co, 
Spurlock Cr, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co , Elkhorn Cr KNPC 
(1979); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). This genus has also been 
taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Pike Co, Levisa Fk Resner (1970). 
Dickenson Co, Laurel Lk vicinity Voshell (1981) . 
Dickenson Co, Laurel Lk vicintiy Voshell (1981). 
Westfall (1978) reports 13 species for this genus and describes the nymphs as 
being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper 
Laurel, Lower Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Little Paint Cr, 
Mine Fk ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above 
Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
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Stoneflies have aquatic nymphs and terrestirial adults and are generally aaociat-
ad with lotic habitaU. The feeding habits of nymphs vary according to individu-
al species, some forms being classified as datritivoras, soma as herbivores, and 
some 81 carnivores. For general descriptions of plecoptaran distributions, feed-
ing habits, habitats, and taxonomy see Frison (1935), Jewett (1956), Hynes 
(1976) , Surdidc and Kim 1976), Harper (1978) and Pennak (1978) . Tarter and 
Kirchner (1980) provide a list of the stonaflies of West Virginia. White (1974) 
did a d istributional study of t he plecoptarans of the Salt R iver, Ky. Tarter 
(personal communication) is working on a chadclist and distributional study of 
the stonaflies of Ky. Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project 
PIV); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Harper ( 1978) reports 10 species of stoneflies for this family and describes 
nymphs as clingers-sprawlars in lotic habitats. Tarter at al. (1975) provides a 
list of the pteronarcids of West Virginia. 
Nymphs of Allonarcys are described as preferring lotic habitats in the eastern 
U.S. Tartar (1976) reports this species for Laural Fk of Tug Fk. Letcher Co, 
Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) , Colliers Cr KNPC (1980); 
Wise Cr, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP) . 
Representatives of this genus are discribed as being widespread in lotic habitats. 
Ptaronarcys has not bean taken from Levisa Fk Basin, but was collected from 
Magoffin Co, Licking River (MSU Entomological Collection). 
Harper (1978) reports 13 species of stoneflies for this family and describes 
nymphs as clingars-sprawlers in lotic habitats. Lawrance Co, Rich Cr of Big 
Sandy Samsel et al. ( 1973). 
Paltoparla is commonly considered 81 the only genus of Paltoperlidae in North 
America Pannak (1978). Tarter (1976) reports this genus from Laurel Fk of 
Tug Fk Knott Co, Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection) ; 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) , Bad Br of 
Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Pro-
ject NFP). 
Dickenson Co, Laural Br at Breaks Interstate Pk Voshell (1981 ). 
Harper (1978) reports 30 species of stoneflias for this family and describes the 
nymphs as generally being sprawlers in lotic habitat s. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cam, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine 
ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD 
(Project PIV and Paintsville Lk), Paint Cr at Staffordsvilla, Open Fk at Lrnle 
Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Patokar Brof Open Fk, Dyar Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little 
Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD 
(Project DEW); Knott Co, Defeated Cr of Ky. River (MSU Entomological Col-
lection); Didcenson Co, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE- HD (Project 
JWF). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
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Ricker and Ross (1968) reports this species from Boyd Co, East Fk Little 
Sandy. 
Nymphs for this genus of stoneflies range throughout the eastern U.S, 
Brachyptera has not been reported from Levis Fk Basin, but has been taken 
from Knott Co, Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection). 
Strophopteryx has commonly been treated as a subgenus of Brachyptera. 
Harper (1978) reports 7 species for this genus (subgenus) and indicated that the 
current trend is to elevate the group to the generic level Harper (1978) ; Pennak 
(1978). Frison (1935) reports this species from neighboring states, but does not 
include data for Ky. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr a• 
bove Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC). 
Taenionema is also treated as a subgenus of Brachyptera (see Strophopteryx). 
Harper (1978) reports 8 species for this genus (subgenus), only one of which 
occurs in the eastern U.S. Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian Cr, 
Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR). 
Harper ( 1978) reports 61 species of stoneflies for this family and describes the 
nymphs as preferring lotic habitats but suggests that some occur in lentic habi-
tats. Samsel et al. (1973) reports this family from Lawrence Co, Rich Cr of 
Big Sandy. 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Knott Co, Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection). 
Prostoia has been generally considered as a subgenus of Nemoura, but has been 
elevated to the generic level Harper (1978); Pennak (1978). Floyd Co, Buffalo 
Cr, Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Buchanan Co, Russell 
Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi, Russell Fk 
Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian Cr ACE-HD (Project LFR). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine 
Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk at Little Paint ACE- HD (Paintsville 
Lk); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, 
ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville 
Lk). 
Amphinemura has been generally considered as a subgenus of Nemoura, but has 
been elevated to the genric level Harper (1978) ; Pennak (1978). Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr near Martha, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE- HD (Project YBC); 
Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below con-
fluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, 
Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE- HD (Project PIV); 
Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, 
Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Harper (1978) reports 45 species of stoneflies for this family and describes the 
nymphs as prefe.-ring lotic habitats. 
Leuctra is a large genus of 38 species of stoneflies and are generally distributed 
in North America. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, 
Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne. Br ACE- HD (Pro-
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Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, Laurel Fk 
of Ky River KNPC (1979), Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Col-
lection; Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979); Wise Co, 
outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project 
NFP); Dickenson Co, Laurel Br Breaks Interstate Pk Voshell (1981). 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Paraleuctra has been considered as a subgenus of Leuctra, but has been elevated 
to the generic level Harper (1978); Pennak (1978). Pike Co, Lick Cr, Levisa Fk 
near Pikeville Tarter (1981 ); Col Freytag Univ of Ky. 
Harper (1978) reports 129 species of stoneflies for this family and describes 
the nymphs as sprawlers-clingers in lotic habitats. Frison (1935) describes Ky 
and its bordering states as the probable center of Capniidae dispersal. The limit-
ed number of Capniid collections is probably a reflection of the station loca-
tions of time of collections. This group should be more common in Levisa Fk 
Basin. 
Nymphs of Allocapnia are generally distributed throughout the easter11 U.S. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE- HD (Project YBC); Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of 
Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk ACE- HD (Project PIV); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at 
Haysi ACE- HD (Project LFR). 
Tarter ( 1976) reports these species of w inter stoneflies from Horse Cr of Tug Fk 
near Iaeger. 
Paracapnia has been considered as a subgenus of Capnia, but has been elevated 
to the generic level Harper (1978); Pennak (1978) . Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Harper ( 1978) reprots 36 species of perlid stoneflies and describes the nymphs 
as perferring lotic habitats, but occurring in some lentic conditions. Perlid 
nymphs are generally distributed across North America and are describes as 
being clingers. Steele and Tarter (1977) provide a checklist of the perlids of 
West Virginia and include d istributions for the group. Tarter ( 1976) reports 
perlids from the Tug Fk of the Big Sandy at Welch. Lawrence Co, Rich Cr of 
Big Sandy Samsel et al. (1973) ; Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD 
(Project PIV); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE,-HD (Project NFP). 
This is the largest and most common group of perlids. Nympsh of Acroneuria 
are found in both lotic and lentic habitats throughout the eastern U.S. Collec· 
tions reported here no doubt represent more than one species. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) , 
Little Blaine KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr 
at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Pa int Cr ACE-HD )Paintsville 
Lk), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Magoffin 
w .... 
Taxa 
• Acroneuria sp Continued 
•Acroneuria abnormis 
• Acroneuria carolinensis 
Acroneuria filicis 
• Acroneuria lycorias 









Table 1 Continued 
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Co, Licking River (MSU Entomological Collection); Knott Co, Laurel Fk and 
Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Cr ACE-
HO (Project NFP) . Acroneuria has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk 
Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound near Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Tarter ( 1976) reports this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. 
Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky. River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor 
Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979), Bad Br and Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC 
(1980); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk 
ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Pro• 
ject YBC). 
Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC 
(1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). 
Eccoptura has been considered as a subgenus of Acroneuria, but has been ele• 
vated to generic status Harper (19791 ; Pennak (1978). Tarter (1976) reports 
this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. Floyd Co, Buffalo 
Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
This species has not been taken from Levisa Fk, but it is widely distributed 
over the eastern U.S. and should extend into the Levisa Fk Basin. 
Pennak (1978) reports this species as Atoperla ephyre, but Surdick and Kim 
(1976) report A. ephyre as a synonym for P. ephyre. Frison (1935) indicates 
that this species is widespread in North America and that it should be in most of 
the eastern states. 
Frison (1935) describes the range of this species as being common throughout 
the eastern portion of the Mississippi Drainage. 
Representatives of this genus are common forms from lotic habitats in the 
central and eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD 
(Project YBC) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence 
of Open Fk and Little Paint, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project 
PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); 
Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-
HO (Yatesville Lk); Little Blaine, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). This species has 
also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979), and Martin 
Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Harper (1978) reports 97+ species of stoneflies for this family and describes the 
nymphs as clingers in both lotic and lentic habitats. Hissom and Tarter (1976) 
reports the taxonomy and distribution of nymphal period ids for West Virginia. 
Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr 
inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-
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Representatives of lsogenus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread forms. Due 
to recent changes in the status of this genus, these data may belong to other 
genera. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr at Little Blaine, Upper 
Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, 
Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Paint ACE-HD (Pa ints-
ville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Rel ief ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk). 
Diploperla has been considered as a subgenus of lsogenus and has been elevated 
to generic status Harper (197B); Pennak (1978). Hissom and Tarter (1976) re-
ports this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. Morgan Co, Dyer 
Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Mal irekus has been considered as a subgenus of lsogenus and has been elevated 
to generic status Harper (1978); Pennak (1978). Hissom and Tarter (1976) and 
Tarter (1976) report this species from Elkhorn Cr and Pigeon Cr of the Tug Fk 
of the Big Sandy. M. hastatus is described as being tolerant of m ine pollution, 
but has not been collected from Levisa Fk. 
Remenus has been considered as a subgenus of lsogenus and has been elevated 
to generic status Harper (1978); Pennak (1978). Hissom and Tarter (1976) re-
port t h is spicies for Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. 
Y ugus has been considered as a subgenus of lsogenus and has been elevated to 
generic status Harper (1 978); Pennak (19781. Hinssom and Tarter (1976) re-
port t h is species for Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. 
Harper (1978) reports 50+ species for this genus and desbribes the nymphs as 
being widespread in lotic habitats. Lawrence Co, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville 
Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsvil le, Open 
Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br o f Open 
Fk, Lost Cr, Pa int Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD 
(Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); 
Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Spurlock 
Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr inf low ACE- HD (Project DEW). lsoperla 
has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy K NPC (1979), and 
Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Hissom and Tarter (1976) report this species from the North Br of Tug Fk of 
t he Big Sandy. Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Hissom and Tarter (1976) report this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the 
Big Sandy. Lawrence Co, Blaine Dr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br, 
Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at 
Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, 
Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint 
ACE- HD (Project PIV). 
These species of lsoperla have not been reported from the Levisa Fk Basin, but 
Tarter (1976) and Hissom and Tarter (1976) report them from Laurel Fk and/or 
Elkhorn Cr of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. No doubt some or all of these could 
occur in the Levisa Fk Basin. 
Harper (1978) reports 59 species of stonefl ies for th is family and describbes 
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Sweltsa has been considered as a subgenus of Alloperla and has been elevated to 
generic status Harper (1978); Pennak (1978). Pike Co, Russell Fk at Elkhorn 
City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-HD 
(Project LFR). 
Knott Co, Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection); Dickinsn., 
Co, Laurel Br Breaks Interstate Pk Voshell (1981). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are generally distributed 
in the eastern U.S. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, 
Open Fk, Lost Cr of Little Paint, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project 
PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
Aquatic and semi-aquatic representatives of Hemiptera are generally classified as 
predators and many representatives are widewpread and common forms in 
North America. For descriptions of hemipteran habitats, d istributions, feeding 
habits, and taxonomy see Usinger (1956), Bobb (1974), Polhemus (1978), and 
Pennak (1978). Bobb (1974) provides an excellent regional study of the aquatic 
and semi-aquatic hemipterans. Wise Co, North Fk Pound R iver at Cane Patch 
Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Polhemus reports 9 species for this family of surface feeding hemipterans. 
Hydrometrids prefer lentic habitats, but occur marginally in lotic situations. 
This is the only genus of water measurers in North America . Johnson Co, 
Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-
HD (Yatesville Lk ); Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979). 
Bobb ( 1974) suggests that these species are within the range of Levisa Basin. H. 
australis is the widest ranging hydrometrid. 
Polhemus (1978) reports 35 species of surface feeding hemipterans for this 
family and describes them as skaters in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Representatives of this genus are widespread in lotic and lentic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, 
Open Fk at Little Paint, Mine Fk, Little Paint ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); 
Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr, Lost Cr of Little Paint ACE-HD (Project 
PIV) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns 
Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW) ; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 
(Project NFP); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRL). 
Bobb (1974) reports that this species occurs throughout most of Virginia. 
Johnson Co, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsviile Lk); Morgan Co, 
Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979); 
Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor 
Fk of Cumberland KNCP (1979). 
Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). 
Bobb (1974) describes these species as w idwspread in Virginia and suggests M. 
pulchella to be " statewide." 
Representatives of this genus are widespread in lotic habitats. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD 
(Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project 
DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, 
North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Taxa 











• Limnogonus hesione 
• Metrobates hesperius 
Rhematobates sp 
Table 1 Continued 
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Bobb ( 1974) describes this species as being widespread in Virginia. Lawrence 
Co, little Blaine, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; 
Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, 
Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Cr, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). R. obesa has 
been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fish-
trap Church, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Polhemus (1978) reports 45 species for this family of skating hemipterans and 
describes them generally as widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Pike 
Co, Levisa Fk outflow ACE- HD (Project FRL); Wise Co, North Fk Pound 
River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, inflow at 
Cranenest River ACE- HD (Project JWF). 
Representatives of Gerris are common and widespread water striders. Johnson 
Co, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky. 
River KNPC (1979). Gerris sp has also been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle 
Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Wise Co Bobb (1974). 
Bobb (1974) reports that this species occurs throughout Virginia. Lawrence Co, 
Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Elk-
horn Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). This 
species has been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr KNPC (1979). 
Bobb (1974) reports that this species occurs throughout Virginia. G. nebularis 
has been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Bobb (1974) reports this species as widespread in Virginia. Lawrence Co, Blaine 
Cr below Little Blaine, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr 
at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, little Paint, Open Fk at Little 
Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above 
Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Pike Co, Bear Fk KNPC (1979); Knott Co, 
Trace Fk of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection) ; Letcher Co, Col liers Cr 
and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980),Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (1979). G. remigis has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little 
Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Bobb ( 1974) reports these species are occuring thourghout Virginia, but there 
are no records to support Levisa Fk occurance. 
Polhemus (1978) reports a single species for this genus and describes it as 
southern ("primarily tropical"), but Bobb (1974) reports this species from Wise 
Co, a pond at Rim Rock. 
Representatives of Metrobates are described as widespread on lotic habitats 
throughout the eastern U.S. Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, 
Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Dickenson Co Bobb (1974). This species has 
also been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
These striders are described as common on both lotic and lentic habitats in 
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Bobb ( 1974) reports this species as widespread in Virginia. Lawrence Co, Blaine 
Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Little Blaine KNPC (1979); 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). Jenny Cr 
KNPC (1979). R. rileyi has been collected from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy 
KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus occur on both lotic and lentic habitats in North 
America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little 
Blaine, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church, Mine Fk, Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open 
Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Buchanan 
Co Bobb (19741. 
Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co Bobb (1974); Dick-
enson Co Bobb (1974). 
Polhemus (1978) reports 19 species of hemipterans for this family and describes 
representatives as climbers-swimmers in both lotic and lentic habitats. 
Representatives of Belostoma are widespread forms in both lotic and lentic hab-
itats. Bobb (1974) describes this species as widespread in Virginia. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Open Fk at 
Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Bobb ( 1974) describes this species as widespread in Virginia, but there are no 
Levisa Fk records. 
Bobb (1974) describes these as wide ranging species and they probably occur 
within the range of the Levisa Fk. 
Representatives of this family occur in both lotic and lentic habitats in North 
America. Polhemus (1978) reports 13 species for this family and describes them 
generally as climbers. 
Representatives of this genus are widespread in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk). 
Wise Cr, a pond at Rim Rock Bobb ( 19741. 
These species have wide ranges in the eastern U.S. Bobb ( 19741. 
Polhemus (1978) reports 19 species of hemipterans for this family but only the 
genus Pelocoris occurs in the eastern U.S. Bobb (1974) describes P. femoratus as 
being widespread in Virginia and the author has taken this species from eastern 
Ky but there are no records of collections from Levisa Fk. 
Corixids are the only major group of aquatic hemipterans to have feeding habits 
other than predation. Polhemus ( 1978) describes most of the genera as being 
"ooze feeders." Polhemus (1978) reports 121 species of bugs for this family 
and some forms are considered to be widespread in both lotic and lentic habi• 
tats. None of the representatives of this family have been collected from Levisa 
Fk Basin. 
Bobb ( 1974) describes several species of this genus that are .,widespread in 
Virginia and Polhemus (1978) reports that representatives of this genus prefer 
lotic habitats throughout North America. Hesperocorixa has been taken from 
Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (19791. There are no reports of collec-
tions from Levisa Fk Basin but representatives of this genus should be present in 
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Bobb (1974) reports those species as being widespread and common in Virginia. 
Polhemus (1978) suggests that representatives of those genera are widespread in 
North America and no doubt some species, if not those, occur in Lovisa Fk 
Basin. 
Polhemus (1978) reports 30 species of aquatic bugs for this family and describes 
tho entire group as being widespread in North America. Thero are no reports of 
collections from Levisa Fk Basin, but representatives of this family should be 
present in tho Lovisa Fk Basin. 
Bobb ( 1974) reports these species as common and widespread in Virginia. N. 
indica is known from Ky and N. undulata has been taken from 34 states, in-
including Ky. 
Polhemus (1978) reports 3 species of hemiptorans for this family and describes 
representatives as being widespread in lentic habitats. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-
HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paints-
ville Lk). 
Johnson Co, Lovisa Fk KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Canoy Cr of Licking River 
KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Wise Co Bobb 
(1974) ; Dickenson Co Bobb (1974) . This species has also boon taken from 
Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
There are no records of collections for this fami ly from Levisa Fk Basin, but 
representatives of the two genera, Hobrus and Merragata, are widespread in 
North America and should occur within tho Levisa Fk Basin. Those forms pre-
fer lontic habitats which helps to account for their absence in faunal collections 
to date. 
This large family of semi-aquatic bugs has 71 species and representatives occur 
throughout North America Polhemus ( 1978). Data from Levisa Fk are sparse, 
probably reflocting the types of collecting techniques when sampling. 
Representatives of this genus are widespread along shorelines in lotic and lontic 
habitats. Dickenson Co, below Flannagan Dam Bobb (1974). 
Dickenson Co, at Haysi Bobb (1974) . 
Bobb (1974) reports those species as being widespread in Virginia and their 
ranges could extend into Levisa Fk Basin. 
Polhemus ( 1978) reports 7 species of semi-aquatic hemipterans for this family 
and describes them as preferring lentic habitats, but representatives are fairly 
common along the beaches of lotic habitats. Tho few reports of collections 
for Levisa Fk do not reflect the actual incidence of this family for the basin. 
Toad bugs are common forms in eastern Ky. 
Representatives of this genus are common and widespread forms. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Pa int Cr 
at Fishtrap Church, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsvllo Lk); Morgan 










• Corydalus cornutus 
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There are no records of collections for this family from Levisa Fk Basin, but re-
presentatives of the genus Ochterus are widespread in North America and should 
occur within the Levisa Fk Basin. 
Representatives of Megaloptera are aquatic as immatures (larvae) and terristrial 
forms as adults. Megalopterans are predaceous insects that are commonly de-
scribed as being widespread in North America. For descriptions of megalop-
teran habitats, distributions, feeding habitats, and taxonomy see Chandler 
(1956) , Watkins et al. (1973), Tarter et al. (1976), Tarter et al. (1977), Pennak 
(1978) , and Evans (19781. 
Evans (1978) reports 23 species of megalopterans for this family and describes 
representatives as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Sialis is 
the only genus within the family and larvae are commonly considered as bur-
rowers. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). Little Blaine, 
Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Levisa Fk, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; 
Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Magoffin Co, Licking 
River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); 
Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk , North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch 
Church ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickinson Co, inflow at Cranesnest River 
ACE- HD (Project JWF) ; Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project 
FRL). Sialis has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC 
(1979). 
Evans (1978) reports 20 species of megalopterans for this family and describes 
representatives as being widespread in lotic habitats. Dickenson Co , Pound 
River outflow ACE-HD (Project JWF ). 
This species is extremely common in eastern Ky and has been taken throughout 
the Levisa Fk Basin. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb 
Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br , Blaine Cr above 
Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC), Blaine Cr at 
Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper 
Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine ACE- HD (Yatesvi lle Lk) , Blaine Cr KNPC 
(1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV and 
Paintsville Lk), Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Little Paint 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) , Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Paint Cr below 
confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr , 
Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above 
Relief ACE- HD (Project PIV); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) ; 
Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Pro-
ject DEW), R ight Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-
HD (Project DEW), Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFRI, Levisa 
Fk outflow ACE- HD (Project FRU. Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co , 
Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979), Defeated Cr of Ky River 
(MSU Entomological Collection) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at Norland , inflow at 
Cranesnest River ACE-HD (Project JWF) ; Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow 
ACE- HD (Project FRLl . Russell Fk ACE- HD (Project LFR). C. cornutus has 
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Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats in the central and eastern 
U.S. Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Tarter (1976) reports this species from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. 
Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE- HD (Project DEW). 
Letcher Co, Collier Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk , North Fk Pound River at Cane 
Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at 
Norland ACE-HD (Porject JWF). 
This species has not been reported from Levisa Fk , but Tarter et al. (1976) re• 
ports the species from Boyd Co, Big Sandy at Ashland Oil Refinery. 
This species has not been reported from Levisa Fk, but Tarter et al. ( 1976) re-
port the species from Boyd Co, Big Sandy at Ashland Oil Refinery. 
Acquatic representatives of this order are associated with freshwater sponges 
and the lack of collections of sponges accounts for the absence of this group in 
the Levisa Fk fauna. 
Trichoptera is one of the largest orders of aquatic insects and representatives are 
very successful in most lotic habitats and to varying degrees in lentic habitats. 
Caddisflies are aquatic as immatures and typically construct nets, retreats, or 
portable cases which vary considerably with respect to design and construction 
materials. For general information concerning caddisfly taxonomy, habitats, 
feeding habits, and distributions, see Ross (1944), Denning (1956), Wiggins 
(1978), and Pennak (1978) . Resh (1975) provides an annotated list of the 
caddisflies of Ky. Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project 
PIV) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 38 species of caddisflies for this family and describes 
larvae as being widespread in lotic habitates. Philopotamids produce sack-like 
silk nets as retreats and for food capture. 
Larvae of Chimarra prefer warm water rivers and representatives are widespread. 
Tarter (1976) collected this genus from Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE-HD 
(Project PIV) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br 
ACE-HD (Project YBC) , Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fish-
trap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Resh (1975); Morgan Co, Paint Cr below 
confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, 
Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Caddisflies of this genus prefer headwater streams and representatives are wide-
spread. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers 
Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979), Collars Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland 
KNPC (1980). 
Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Fk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 
(Project NFP). 
Representatives of Wormaldia are widespread in North America and prefer lotic 
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Wiggins (1978) reports 15 species of trichopterans for this family and describes 
representatives as being generally distributed in lotic habitats across North 
America. Psychomyiids construct silk tube retreats. 
Larvae of Lype prefer lotic habitats and occur thourghout the eastern and north 
central portion of North America. Wiggins (1978) reports a single species for 
this genus. Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); 
Dickenson Co, Laurel Br Breaks Interstate Pk Voshell (1981). 
Larvae of Psychomia are widespread in lotic habitats. Dickenson Co, Laurel Br 
Breaks Interstate Pk Voshell (1981 ). 
Wiggins ( 1978) reports 78 species of caddisflies for this family and describes re-
presentatives as preferring lotic habitats, but some species occur in lentic condi-
tions; throughout North America. Representatives of this family construct silk 
net or tube retreats. 
Representatives of Cyrnellus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats in the 
eastern U.S. Wiggins (1978). Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-
HD (Paintsville Lk); Resh (1975). 
Representatives of this genus occur in lotic habitats in the eastern and central 
portion of North America Wiggins (1978). Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC 
(1979). 
Representatives of Nyctiophylas occur in both lotic and lentic habitats in the 
eastern and central portiosns of North America, but no collections have been 
made for Levisa Fk Basin. Morse (1972) describes three species, N. nephrophi-
lus, N. uncus, and N. celta, as occuring in western Virginia or southeastern Ky. 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are de-
scribed as being widespread in North America Wiggins (1978). Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Letcher Co, Colliers Br 
Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland 
KNPC (1980); Wise Co, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD 
(Project N FP). 
Dickenson Co, Cold Spring Voshell (1981). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 142 species of caddisflies for this family and describes 
the larvae as preferring lotic habitats, but some representatives occur in lentic 
conditions. Schuster and Etnier (1978) provide distr ibutions for two genera of 
hydropsychids from eastern and central North America. Hydropsychids are 
"net spinning fixed retreat makers" Wiggins (1978). Tarter (1976) reports this 
family from Knox Cr of Tug Fk, Tug Fk above Iaeger, Tug Fk below Litwan, 
and from the Big Sandy. Lawrence Co, Rich Cr of Big Sandy Samsel et al. 
(1973) ; Wise Cr, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of Aphropsyche prefer headwater streams in eastern North 
America Wiggins (1978). Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD 
(Paintsivlle Lk); Resh (1975). 
Representatives of this genus prefer headwater streams in the eastern and 
western U.S. Wiggins (19781. Tarter (1976) reports this genus from Laurel Fk 
of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 
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Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Resh 
(1975) ; Morgan Co, Oyer Br of Open Fk, Lost Cr ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; 
Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland 
KNPC (1980) ; Wise Co, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD 
(Proect N FP). 
Representatives of this genus prefer warmer streams and rivers and are common 
and widespread forms in North America Wiggins (1978). Tarter (1976) reports 
this genus from Clear Fk of Tug Fk at Coalwood of the Big Sandy. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee 
Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Back• 
bone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC) , Little Blaine Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) , 
Blaine Cr, Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIV), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br 
of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and 
Little Paint , Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above 
Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV); Magoffin Co, 
Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow 
near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike 
Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW), Russell 
Fk at Elkhorn City ACE - HD (Project LFR), Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Pro• 
ject FLA) , Bear Fk, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk 
of Ky R iver KNPC (1979) , Defeated Cr and Little Carr Fk of Ky River (MSU 
Entomological Collection); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (1979) , Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980) ; Wise Co, 
outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound 
River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, McClure 
River at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian Cr ACE-HO (Project LFR) , 
Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF); 
Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project LFR). Cheumatopsyche sp 
have also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979), and 
Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper 
Laurel, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr 
at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, Mine Fk , 
Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Pa intsville Lk); Resh (1975) ; Morgan Co, Open Fk of 
Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church Resh (1975). 
Representatives of this genus are common forms in lotic habitats, and occasion• 
ally in lentic conditions, throughout North America. Tarter ( 1976) reports this 
genus from Clear Fk of Tug Fk at Coalwood. Lawrence Co, Little Blaine ACE-
HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Open Fk at Little Paint, Paint Cr at Fishtrap, 
Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint 
Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint Cr below Lost 
Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project 
PIV) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow 
Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr in• 
flow ACE-HD (Project DEW), Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project FALi, 
Taxa 
*Hydropsyche sp Continued 
*Hydropsyche betteni 
*Hydropsyche depravata group 
*Hydropsyche simulans 
•symphitopsyche sp 
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Elkhorn Cr near Elkhorn City, Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project 
LFR); Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, 
Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch 
Church ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow, Pound 
River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF), McClure River at Haysi, 
Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site ACE-HD (Project LFR); Buchanan 
Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRL), Dismal Cr at Grundy, Russell Fk 
ACE- HD (Project LFR). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at 
Cherokee Cr ACE- HD (Project YBC) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church 
ACE-HD (Paintsville) ; Resh (1975) ; Wise Co, North Fk Pound River at Cane 
Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr, Right Fk Beaver 
Cr KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1979). This 
form was also reported from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Upper 
Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Levisa Fk KNPC 
(1979) ; Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville 
Lk). 
Representatives of this genus are common forms in lotic habitats throughout the 
eastern and central portions of North America. Symphitopsyche was until re-
cently considered as part of Hydropsyche (Schuster and Etnier, 1978) and no 
doubt some of the references of Hydropsyche (above) probably belong here. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD 
(Project FALi, Shelby Cr near Shelbiana, Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City, Russell 
Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (1979) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) ; 
Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE- HD (Project JWF), 
McClure River at Haysi, Russell Fk at Haysi, Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian Cr 
ACE-HD (Project LFR) ; Buchanan Co, Slate Cr at Grundy, Russell Fk ACE-
HD (Project LFR) , Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRL). 
Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979). 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 104+ species of caddisflies for this family and describes 
the larvae as widespread in lotic habitats throughout most of North America. 
Larvae of Rhyacophilidae do not construct retreats. 
Representatives of this genus are common in lotic habitats. Letcher Co, Colliers 
Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) , Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland 
KNPC 11980). 
Dickenson Co, Laurel Br Breaks Interstate Pk Voshell ( 1981 ). 
Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville ACE-HD (Paintsville 
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Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Rash 
( 1975). 
Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE- HD (Project PIV) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br 
ACE-HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Chruch ACE-HD 
(Project PIV); Morgan Co, Lost Cr of Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV) . 
Wiggins 11978) reports 79 species of caddisflies for this family and describes the 
larvee as preferring lotic habitats throughout North America. Larvae of this 
family construct saddle or turtle shall cases. 
Representatives of this genus construct t urtle shall retreats and are w idespread 
in North America. Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC 
11979); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk Dam Sita ACE- HD (Project LFR) ; Buchanan 
Co, Russell Fk ACE- HD (Project LFR). 
Wiggins (1978) reports this large family of caddisflies to have 170 species and 
describes the group as occurring in both lotic and lentic habitats. Hydroptilids 
are widespread in North America and construct purse or barrel cases. 
Representatives of Dibusa prefer lotic habitats and occur throughout eastern 
North America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD !Paintsville 
Lk) ; Resh (1975). 
Rapr8S8ntatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Lawrance Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE- HD !Project YBC); 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD !Paintsville Lk). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD !Paintsville Lk) ; Resh 
11975). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD I Paintsville Lk) ; Rash 
(1975). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Resh 
11975). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD !Paintsville Lk) ; Resh 
(19751. 
Representatives of Oxyethira occur in both lotic and lantic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-
HD !Paintsville Lk) ; Rash (1975) . 
Rapresnetativas of Stactobiella prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Little Paint Cr ACE-HD 
(Paintsville Lk); Resh 11975). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) . 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr Resh (1975). 
The specimen ~istad as 0 . aegerfasciella (above) and this specimen are probably 
one and the same. 0 . amaricana was probably a misidentification in the Paints-
ville Lake Assessment Project and Resh made the correction before his publica-
tion in 1975. This is speculation on the part of the author and so the two 
citations must be included until a correction can be made. Johnson Co, Paint 
Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Taxa 
*Neotrichia sp 
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Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Resh 
(1975). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 27 species of caddisflies for this family and describes the 
group as generally preferring lentic habitats throughout North America. Their 
preference for lentic habitats helps to account for the reduced incidence of this 
group in the Big Sandy Drainage. Phryganeids construct tube cases. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 70 species of caddisflies for this family and describes 
the group as generally preferring lotic habitats throughout North America. 
Lepidostomatids construct tube cases. 
Representatives of this genus prefer headwater streams and spring habitats and 
are widespread in North America. Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
HD (Project NFP) . 
Wiggins (1978) reports 308-313 species of caddisflies for this family and des-
cribes representatives as occurring in all types of lotic and lentic habitats 
throughout North America. Limnephilids construct tube cases. Lawrence Co, 
Rich Cr of Big Sandy Samsel et al. (1973). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats in t he eastern and western 
U.S. Tarter (1976) reports this genus for Laurel Fk of Tug Fk of the Big Sandy. 
Morgan Co, Oyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV); Knott Co, Laurel Fk 
of Ky. River KNPC (1979). 
Pike Co, at Fishtarp Lk Resh (1975). 
Representatives of Pseudostenophylax prefer lotic habitats and occur in the 
eastern U.S. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk); Resh (1975). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and occur in the eastern and 
southeastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE- HD (Pro-
ject YBC). 
Representatives of Platycentropus prefer lentic habitats in the eastern U.S. 
Pike Co, at Fishtrap Lk Resh (1975). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and occur throughout the 
eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel, Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville 
Lk), Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co. Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Paint Cr at 
Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Oyer Br of Open Fk 
ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Project 
PIV); Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980). Pycnopsyche has been 
taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 14 species for this family of caddisflies and describes rep-
resentatives as generally preferring lotic habitats throughout North America. 
Representatives of this genus occur in lotic habitats in the eastern U.S. Wise Co, 
outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HO (Project N FP). 
Wiggins (1978) reports 101 species of caddisflies for this family and describes 
representatives as occurring in all types of lotic and lentic habitats throughout 
North America. 
Taxa 
•ceraclea (a Athripsodes) cancellata 
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Representatives of Ceraclea occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are wide-
spread in North America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk) ; Resh (1975). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Resh 
(1975). 
Representatives of Nectopsyche generally prefer lentic habitats and are wide• 
spread in North America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk); Resh (1975). 
Representatives of Oecetis prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk}; 
Resh ( 1975). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Resh 
(1975). 
Johnson Cr, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Resh 
(1975). 
Johnson Cr, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Resh 
(1975). 
Representatives of Triaenodes prefer lentic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; 
Resh ( 1975). 
Pennak (1978) reports that few genera of lepidopterans from the family Pyrali• 
dae have immatures that are truly aquatics. Lange (1978) provides a list of 
families and genera of both aquatic and semi-aquatic lepidopterans. Aquatic 
lepidopterans have been reported from the Levisa Fk and adjacent basins, but 
records are sparse. Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, 
Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
The order Coleoptera is represented primarily by terrestrial forms, but this is 
such a large taxa that aquatic larvae and adults comprise one of the largest 
groupings of aquatic invertebrates in North America. Pennak (1978) provides 
the listing of families with aquatic representatives and describes their habitats, 
taxonomy, and feeding habits. Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report approximately 
5,000 species, provide similar data and include distributions for individual 
genera. Leech and Chandler ( 1956) provide keys to the aquatic beetles with 
general distributions included. 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 53 species of beetles for this aquatic family and 
describe representatives as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in 
North America. Data from Levisa Fk do not reflect the distribution of whirligig 
beetles within the basin. Gyrinids are extremely common forms in eastern Ky. 
Representatives of this genus are common and widespread in North America. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at 
Little Paint ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above 
Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk ), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979) ; 
Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). Dineutus has also been taken 
from Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979), and Boyb Co, East Fk 
Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
"'" (J1 
Taxa 
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Representatives of this gneus are common and widespread in North America. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson 
Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979). 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 2 species of aquatic beetles for this large family 
of terrestrial forms and descirbe them as occurring along the Pacific Coast. The 
record listed below for Levisa Fk Basin must be a reporting of a terrestrial form 
accidently included in a sample. Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
HD (Project NFP). 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 62 species of bettles for this aquatic family and 
describe representatives as preferring lentic habitats in North America . Their 
preference for lentic habitats is probably the reason for their absence in Levisa 
Fk Basin. Tarter (19761 reports the family from Tug Fk below Litwan. 
This genus has been taken from the Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC 
(19791. 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 19781 report 428 species of bettles for this aquatic family 
and describe most of the genera as being widespread in North America. Most 
dytiscids prefer lentic habitats and this helps to account for their sparse dis-
tribution in Levisa Fk Basin. 
Represnetatives of this genus are widespread in lotic habitat s in North America. 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
wide spread in North America. Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(19791; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (19791 . The genus has also been 
taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of Laccophilus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(19791; Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). Laccophilus has also 
been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Floyd Co, Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979). This species has a lso been taken from 
Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Reported from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (19791. 
Doyen and Ulrich (19781 report 174 species of bettles for this aquatic family 
and describe representatives as occ uring in both lotic and lentic habitats 
throughout North America. Sample techniques are probably the reason for the 
sparse data for this family. Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below 
confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE- HD (Project PIV). 
Representatives of Anacaena occur in bot h lotic and lentic habitats and are pri• 
marily coastal in their distribution. Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(19791. 
Representatives of Cymbiodyta occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (19791. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Lower Laurel ACE- HD 
(Yatesville Lk); Morgan Co, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr ACE- HD (Project 
PIV). Enochrus has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC 
(1979). 
Taxa 
• Hydrophilus sp 
Paracymus sp 
Tropisternus sp 
• Troposternus lateralis 
• T roposternus natator 
•Staphylinidae 
Psephenidae 
• Ectopria nervosa 
*Psephenus herricki 
Dryopidae 
*He lichus sp 
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Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America . Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-
HD (Paintsville Lkl; Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lkl. 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in the southern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC ( 19791; Morgan 
Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (19791. 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Little 
Blaine ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
( 19791. Tropisternus has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy 
KNPC (1979). 
Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979) . 
Johnson Co, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Doyen and Ulrich (1978) report 22 species of aquatic beetles for this typically 
terrestrial family and describe them as occurring along beaches, primarily in 
marine situations. These records for Levisa Fk and adjacent basins are probably 
not aquatics, but forms that occur along the margins of streams. Lawrence Co, 
Little Blaine KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Caney Cr KNPC (19791; Floyd Co, 
Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (19791; Pike Co, Bear Cr KNPC (19791; Knott Co, 
Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). 
Doyen and Ulrich (1978) report 9 species of beetles for this aquatic family and 
describe representatives as occurring in both lotic and lentic habitats in portions 
of North America. 
This is the only species for this genus and it occurs in the eastern U.S. in both 
lotic and lentic habitats. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open 
Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (19791; 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979), Colliers Cr and 
Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (19791; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk 
ACE- HD (Project NFPJ. 
This is the only species of Psephenus in the eastern U.S. and it occurs in lotic 
habitats. Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk , Paint Cr below confluence of 
Open Fk and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIVI, Caney Cr of Licking River 
KNPC (19791; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project 
DEW); Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (19791; Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (19791, 
Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North 
Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk , North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch 
Chruch ACE-HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian 
Cr ACE- HD (Project LFR); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE- HD (Project LFR). 
Doyen and Ulrich (1978) report 13 species of beetles for this aquatic family and 
describe the representatives of one genus as widespread in North America. 
Brown (1972) provides a checklist of North American species. 
This is the only genus of Dryopidae to be described as widespread and represen-
tatives prefer lotic habitats in eastern North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr, 
Little Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
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Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Open Fk, Paint Cr a-
bove Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Magoffin Co, Lick ing River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow 
near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979), 
Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co , Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, 
North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP) ; Dicken-
son Co, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Projecr JWF). This species 
has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr at 
Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD 
(Project YBC), Bla ine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Little Blaine, Lower Laurel, Little Blaine, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville 
Lk), Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr 
at Staffordsville, Little Paint Cr, Open Fk at Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paints-
ville Lk); Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville 
Lk) , Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River 
KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project 
DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) : Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Knott Co , Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979) ; Dickenson Co, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD Project JWF). 
This species has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC 
(1979). 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 87 species of beetles for this aquatic family and 
describe representatives as occurring in both lotic and lentic habitats throughout 
North America. Sanderson (1953 and 1954) provides distributions for elmid 
species. Brown ( 1972) provides a species checklist and distributions for North 
America. Tarter (1976) reports this family for Tug Fk of Big Sandy below 
Litwan. Morgan Co, Little Paint below Lost Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
This is the only species for Ancyronyx and represent atives prefer lotic habitats 
in the eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below 
Long Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Lower Laurel 
ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Little Paint 
Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD 
(Project PIV); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Morgan Co, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD 
(Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project 
DEW); Dickenson Co, Cranesnest River inflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Johnson Co, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, 
Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Little Paint ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) . This 
species has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE-HD (Project YBC); Morgan 
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This is the only speci• of Macronychus and repr-ntatives prefer lotic habitats 
in the eastern U. S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE-HD (Pro-
ject VBC), Lower Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Little Blaine, Blaine Cr 
KNPC (1979); John-,n Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project 
PIVI.. Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Paint Cr 
above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow 
near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike 
Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at 
Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFR). This species has also been taken from Martin 
Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979) . 
Repr-ntatives of Microcylloepus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in 
North America. Buchanan Co, Slate Cr at Grundy ACE-HD (Project LFRI. 
Repr-ntatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in the 
eastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project 
VBC), Blaine Cr, Little Blaine KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr 
below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr 
ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD 
(Project DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr 
Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (1979) ; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP) ; 
Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFR); Buchanan Co, 
Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR). This genus has also been taken from 
Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (1979); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE-HD (Project VBC); Johnson 
Co, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979) ; Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence Open Fk 
and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co , North Fk 
Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
This is the only species for Oulimnius and representatives prefer lotic habitats in 
the southeastern U.S. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below 
Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project VBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church 
ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below 
confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr a-
bove Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD 
(Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound 
Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of Promeresia prefer lotic habitats in the southeastern U.S. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC ( 1979). 
Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitates and are widespread in North 
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Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Blaine Cr 
KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) , Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little 
Paint.Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD 
(Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, Licking 
River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Pro-
ject DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Russell Fk at Elkhorn 
City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) ; 
Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch 
Church ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow ACE-HD 
(Project JWF). Stenelmis has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little 
Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC) ; John-
son Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk at Little 
Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, 
Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North 
Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 3 species for this family and describe represen-
tatives as preferring lotic habitats. This family has not been taken from Levisa 
Fk , but Tarter (1976) reports the family from Knox Cr of Tug Fk. 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 48 species of aquatic beetles for this typically 
terrestrial family and describe them as occurring in lentic habitats throughout 
North America. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 67 species of aquatic beetles for this typically 
terrestrial family and descirbes them as preferring lentic hJ!bitats. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats in the eastern U.S. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). 
The order Diptera is an extremely large and diverse group of insects and repr&-
sentatives are primarily terrestrial forms with holometabolous development. 
Dipteran larvae and pupae may be aquatic but adult dipterans are terrestrial 
forms Pennak (1978) . There are approximately 2,000 species of dipterans 
associated with aquatic habitats in North America and most available habitats 
are readily occupied by members of this taxa. Dipterans are characteristically 
among the most common and most numerous invertebrates in benthic samples, 
and their presence or absence commonly affects the economics of the aquatic 
habitat. For general information on dipteran habitats, feecjing habits, distribu• 
tion, and taxonomy see Johannsen (1934, 1935), Wirth and Stone (1956), 
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Byers (19781 reports 573+ species of craneflies for North America. Tipulids are 
extremely common forms in shallow lot ic and lentic habitats and are generally 
considered as burrowers in the substrate along shorelines. Most tipulid larvae 
respire atmospheric oxygen and therefore are not commonly deep-water forms. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Oyer Br of Open Fk , Paint Cr below confluence of 
Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr ACE-
HD (Project PIVI; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE - HD (Project 
DEWI; Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE- HO (Project DEW), Russell Fk at Elk-
horn City ACE- HO (Project LFR); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk , North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HO 
(Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-HO (Project LFRI, 
Pound River inflow at Norland ACE- HO (Project JWF I. 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Larvae of Tipula sp are burrowers in detritus 
and are classified as shredders (Byers, 19781. The numerous reports of this 
genus no doubt represent several species. Lawrence Co, Little Baline Cr KNPC 
(19791 ; Johnson Co, Jenny Cr KNPC (19791; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk, Oyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br 
ACE-HO (Paintsville Lk); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, 
Spurlock Cr KNPC (19791; Pike Co, Bear Fk KNPC (19791 ; Knott Co, Laurel 
Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (19791 , Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU 
Entomological Collectionl; Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (19791, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (19801; Wise Co, outflow North 
Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project 
NFPI; Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi, Indian Cr ACE-HO (Project LFRI ; 
Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HO (Project FALL This genus has also 
been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979), and Martin Co, 
Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr et 
Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr Below Backbone Br ACE- HO 
(Project YBC) , Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Saline, Upper 
Laurel, Lower Lauel, Hood Cr, Baline Cr at Sparks Cem, Little Blaine ACE- HO 
(Yatesville Lkl ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Little Paint Cr, Open Fk at Little Paint Cr ACE-HO (Paintsville Lkl ; 
Morgan Co, Oyer Br of Open Fk, Lost Cr of Little Paint, Paint Cr above 
Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIVI , Open Fk of 
Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow 
near Endicott ACE-HO (Project OEWI; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , 
North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Little Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson 
Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HO (Paintsville Lkl; Morgan Co, Open Fk 
of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HO (Paintsville Lk) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr 
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Representatives of this subfamily prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in 
North America . Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb 
Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE- HD (Project 
YBC). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Pike Co, 
Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky 
River KNPC (1979); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi ACE-HD (Project 
LFR); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR). 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE-HD 
(Project PIV). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of this genus occur along the margins of both lotic and lentic 
habitats and are widespread in North America. Morgan Co, Paint Cr below con-
fluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Ericocera is included as a subgenus of Hexatoma. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr be-
low Little Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville 
Lk), Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr 
at Stattordsville, Mine Fk , Little Paint Cr , Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD 
(Paintsville Lk), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, 
Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk ACE-HD 
(Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); 
Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC 
(1979); Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane 
Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Cranesnest River inflow 
ACE- HD (Project JWF); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project 
FRL). Hexatorna has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy 
KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr 
above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, 
Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE- HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW); 
Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 
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This is the only species of Maaonychus and repr-ntatives prefer lotic habitats 
in the eastern U. S. L-rence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE- HD (Pro-
ject VBCI, Lower Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lkl, Little Blaine, Blaine Cr 
KNPC (19791; John10n Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project 
PIVI., Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl; Morgan Co, Paint Cr 
above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIVI, Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC 
(19791; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (19791; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow 
near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEWI, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (19791; Pike 
Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEWI; Dickenson Co, Ru118II Fk at 
Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFRI. This species has also been taken from Martin 
Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (19791 . 
Rapr-ntatives of Microcylloepus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in 
North America. Buchanan Co, Slate Cr at Grundy ACE-HD (Project LFRI. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in the 
eastern U.S. La-ance Co, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project 
VBCI, Blaine Cr, Little Blaine KNPC (19791; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Morgan Co, Patokar Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr 
below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr 
ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD 
(Project DEWI, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (19791 ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr 
Fk of Ky River KNPC (19791; Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (19791; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFPI; 
Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi ACE- HD (Project LFR); Buchanan Co, 
Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFRI. This genus has also been taken from 
Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (19791. 
Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (19791; Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River 
KNPC (19791; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFPI. 
La-ence Co , Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE-HD (Project VBC); Johnson 
Co, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence Open Fk 
and Little Paint ACE- HD (Project PIV); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC 
(1979); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, North Fk 
Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFPI. 
This is the only species for Oulimnius and representatives prefer lotic habitats in 
the southeastern U.S. Lawrance Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below 
Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project VBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church 
ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below 
confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr a-
bove Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD 
(Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound 
Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of Promeresia prefer lotic habitats in the southeastern U.S. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979). 
Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitates and are widespread in North 
America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, 
Taxa 
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Blaine Cr below Little Blaine, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Blaine Cr 
KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little 
Paint,Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD 
(Project PIV), Caney Cr of Licking River KNPC (1979); Magoffin Co, Licking 
River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Pro-
ject DEW), Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Russell Fk at Elkhorn 
City ACE-HD (Project LFR); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) ; 
Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch 
Church ACE-HD (Project N FP); Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow ACE- HD 
(Project JWF). Stenelmis has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little 
Sandy KNPC (1979) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC); John-
son Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk at Little 
Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, 
Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North 
Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFPI. 
Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Doyen and Ulrich (1978) report 3 species for this family and describe represen-
tatives as preferring lotic habitats. This family has not been taken from Levisa 
Fk, but Tarter (1976) reports the family from Knox Cr of Tug Fk. 
Doyen and Ulrich (1978) report 48 species of aquatic beetles for this typically 
terrestrial family and describe them as occurring in lentic habitats throughout 
North America. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979). 
Doyen and Ulrich ( 1978) report 67 species of aquatic beetles for this typically 
terrestrial family and descirbes them as preferring lentic hJlbitats. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats in the eastern U.S. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (19791. 
The order Diptera is an extremely large and diverse group of insects and repre-
sentatives are primarily terrestrial forms with holometabolous development. 
Dipteran larvae and pupae may be aquatic but adult dipterans are terrestrial 
forms Pennak (1978). There are approximately 2 ,000 species of dipterans 
associated with aquatic habitats in North America and most available habitats 
are readily occupied by members of this taxa. Dipterans are characteristically 
among the most common and most numerous invertebrates in benthic samples, 
and their presence or absence commonly affects the economics of the aquatic 
habitat. For general information on dipteran habitats, feecjing habits, distribu-
tion, and taxonomy see Johannsen (1934, 1935), Wirth and Stone (1956) , 
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Tipula furca 
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Byars ( 1978) reports 573+ species of cranefl ias for North America. Tipulids are 
extremely common forms in shallow lotic and lentic habitats and are generally 
considered as burrowers in the substrate along shorelines. Most tipulid larvae 
respire atmospheric oxygen and therefore are not commonly deep-water forms. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of 
Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr ACE-
HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project 
DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), Russell Fk at Elk-
horn City ACE-HD (Project LFR) ; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD 
(Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi ACE-HD (Project LFR) , 
Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Larvae of Tipula sp are burrowers in detritus 
and are classified as shredders (Byers, 19781. The numerous reports of this 
genus no doubt represent several species. Lawrence Co, Little Saline Cr KNPC 
(1979); Johnson Co, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979); Floyd Co, 
Spurlock Cr KNPC (1979) ; Pike Co, Bear Fk KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Laurel 
Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) , Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU 
Entomological Collection); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland 
KNPC (1979), Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow North 
Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project 
NFP); Dickenson Co, Russell Fk at Haysi, Indian Cr ACE-HD (Project LFR) ; 
Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRLl. This genus has also 
been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979), and Martin Co, 
Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (1979). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at 
Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr Below Backbone Br ACE- HD 
(Project YBC) , Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little Saline, Upper 
Laurel, Lower Lauel, Hood Cr, Saline Cr at Sparks Cem, Little Blaine ACE-HD 
(Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Little Paint Cr, Open Fk at Little Paint Cr ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl; 
Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Lost Cr of Little Paint, Paint Cr above 
Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk of 
Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow 
near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, 
North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cam, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr , Blaine Cr 
below Little Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lkl; Johnson 
Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk 
of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr 
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Representatives of this subfamily prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in 
North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb 
Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project 
YBC). 
Representatives of this genus prefer lotic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV); Pike Co, 
Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFR); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky 
River KNPC (1979); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi ACE- HD (Project 
LFR); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE- HD (Project LFR). 
Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE- HD 
(Project PIV). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic a nd lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); 
Letcher Co, Colliers Cr and Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of this genus occur along the margins of both lotic and lentic 
habitats and are widespread in North America. Morgan Co, Paint Cr below con• 
fluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Ericocera is included as a subgenus of Hexatoma. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr be-
low Little Blaine, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr, Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville 
Lk), Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr 
at Staffordsville, Mine Fk, Little Paint Cr , Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD 
(Paintsville Lk), Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, 
Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk ACE-HD 
(Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; 
Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) ; Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC 
(1979) ; Letcher Co, Bad Br of Cumberland KNPC (1980); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane 
Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, Cranesnest River inflow 
ACE- HD (Project JWF); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project 
FRL). Hexatoma has also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy 
KNPC (1979) . 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr 
above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE- HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk , Dyer Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, 
Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW); 
Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 












• Psychoda sp 
•ceratopogonidae 
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Representat ives of this ge nus occur along the marg ins of both lot ic a nd lent ic 
habitats and are widespread in North America. This genus has not been taken in 
Levisa Fk Basin, but has been collected from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy 
KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus occur along the margins of both lotic and lentic 
habitats and are widespread in North America. Wise Co, outflow North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE- HD (Project NFP). 
Representatives of this genus occur along the margins of both lotic and lentic 
habitats and are widespread in North America. Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk 
ACE- HD (Project PIV) . 
Newsom (1978) reports 124 species of mosquitoes for North America and des-
scribes representatives as occurring in both lotic and lentic habitats. Most repre-
sentatives of Culicidae prefer lent ic habitats and are classified as swimmers. 
Quinby et al. I 1944) provide data on the distribution of culicids in Ky., but do 
not report any collections from Big Sandy Drainage. Gladney and Turner 
I 1969) report on the mosquitoes of Virginia, but do not include any records 
for the counties of Virginia w ithin Levisa Fk Basin. Obviously , the culicids of 
the Big Sandy have been overlooked and the few records cited here do not rep• 
resent the total culicid fauna of the drainage system. 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America . Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-
HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD 
(Paintsville Lk) ; Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979) ; Knott Co , Carr Fk of Ky 
River KNPC (1979) . 
Merritt and Schlinger (1978) report 15 species of dipterans for this family and 
describe representatives as preferring lentic habitats throughout North America. 
Representatives of this genus occur in lentic habitats and are widespread in 
North America. Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow ACE-HD (Project DEW). This 
genus has been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (19791. 
Merritt and Schlinger (1978) report 63 species of dipterans for this family and 
describe most representatives as preferring lotic habitats thoroughout North 
America. Tarter (1976) reports this family from Knox Cr of Tug Fk of the Big 
Sandy. 
Representatives of this genus prefer lentic habitats and are widespread in North 
America. Pike Co, Shelby Cr near Shelbiana ACE-HD (Project LFR). 
Merritt and Schlinger (1978) report 338 species of dipterans for this family and 
describe the group as being widespread in North America. Ceratopogonids 
generally prefer lentic habitats, but some forms are common in lotic situations. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Jenny Cr 
KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk , Pa int 
Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint below 
Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-
HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project 
DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE- HD (Project DEW); Wise Co , North Fk 
Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project NFP ); Dickenson Co, 
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Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open 
Fk and little Paint, Lost Cr of little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIV); Knott Co, 
Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, 
Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br 
ACE-HD (Project YBC), Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr 
ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at 
Staffordsville ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above 
Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Representatives of this genus occur primarily in lentic habitats and along lotic 
margins Merritt and Schlinger (1978). Battle and Turner (1971) provide a 
checklist of the Culicoides of Virginia and include records for other eastern 
states. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr near Martha, 
Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of 
Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV). 
Buchanan Co, Battle and Turner (1971). 
Battle and Turner (1971) report this species for Wise, Dickenson, and Buchanan 
Counties. 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow ACE-HD 
(Project JWF). 
Representatives of this genus occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD 
(Project NFP). 
Representatives of this genus occur in lentic habitats and are widespread in 
North America. Morgan Co, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr ACE-HD (Project 
NFP). 
Peterson ( 1978) reports approximately 147 species of dipterans for this family 
and describes the group as being widespread in lotic habitats in North America. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) ; Johnson Co, Levisa Fk KNPC (1979); 
Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV); Magoffin Co, licking 
River KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979); Wise Co, 
outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project JWF). Ttiis family has been 
taken from Boyd Cr, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Representatives of Simulium occur in both lotic and lentic habitats and are 
widespread in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr 
near Crubb Hollow, Baline Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br 
ACE-HD (Project YBC), Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr, 
little Blaine Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffords-
ville, Open Fk at little Paint ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Dyer Br of 
Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and little Paint, Open Fk, 
little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD (Pro-
ject PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Pike Co, 
Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW), Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project 
Taxa 







N ilotanypus fimbriatus 
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FRLI; Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk (ACE-HD (Project NFP); Dicken-
son Co, Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE- HD (Project 
JWFI; Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRLI. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk l. 
Lawrance Co, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE - HD 
(Project YBCI . 
Coffman (1978) estimates that there may be as many as 2 ,500 species of 
chironomids in North America. Pennak (19781 provides a general explanation 
of chironomid taxonomy and discusses the difficulties encountered when work -
ing with this taxon. Chironomids are among the most abundant of aquatic in-
vertebrates in freshwater habitats and are extremely important to the economics 
of our lakes and streams. Representatives of this family occur in all types o f 
aquatic habitats and are worldwide in their distribution. Tarter (19781 reports 
the family as present from numerous locations a lo ng the Tug Fk Basin. 
Lawrence Co, Little Blaine Cr, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979) , Rich Cr of Big Sandy 
Samsel et al, (1973); Johnson Co, Paint Cr at F ishtrap Church ACE- HD (Pro-
ject PIV), Levisa Fk, Jenny Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk, Paint Cr bwlow confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little 
Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Magoffin Co, Licking River KNPC (1979) ; 
Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE- HD (Project 
ject DEW), Spurlock, Cr, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, Johns Cr 
inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD (Project DEW), Levisa Fk outflow 
ACE-HD (Project FRLI , Shelby Cr near Shelbiana, Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City, 
Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFR) , Elkhorn Cr, Bear Cr KNPC 
(1979) ; Knott Co, Laurel Fk and Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) , Defeated 
Cr of Ky River (MSU Entomological Collection) ; Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor 
Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979); Wise Co , outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr 
North Fk Pound Lk , North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD 
(Project NFP); Dickenson Co, McClure River at Haysi, Russell Fk at Haysi, 
Russell Fk at Dam Site, Indian Cr ACE-HD (Project LFR) , Pound River out-
flow, Pound River inflow at Norland , Cranesnest River inflow ACE - HD (Pro-
ject JWF); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk below Grundy, Slate Cr at Grundy, Russell 
Fk ACE-HD (Project LFRI , Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project FRLI. 
Chironomids have also been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC 
(1979) , and Martin Co, Rockcastle Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (19791. 
Widespread in lentic habitats in North America . Morgan Co, Paint Cr below 
confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE-HD (Project PIVI. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Wise Co, out-
flow North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE -
H D (Project NFP). 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Morgan Co, Paint Cr below con-
fluence of Open Fk and Little Paint Cr ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, 
Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW). 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 










Th ienemanniella sp 
*Orthocladiini 
(at least two sp) 
Brillia sp 
Brillia par var Johannsen 
*Cardiocladius sp 
•cricotopus sp 
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Widespresd in the southeastern U.S. in both lotic and lentic habitats. Lawrence 
Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr below Little 
Blaine, Upper Laurel, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk) ; John-
son Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Project PIV and Paintsville Lk), 
Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Mine Fk, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE- HD (Paints-
ville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr be-
low confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost 
Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD 
(Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; 
Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Pro-
ject DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project 
DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk, 
North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE- HD (Project NFP) ; Dicken-
son Co, Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Pro-
ject JWF); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project FRL). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD 
(Yatesville Lkl. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, 
Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone 
Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Widespread in lotic, mountain habitats in North America, Morgan Co, Patoker 
Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk 
ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Carter 
Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBCI ; Johnson Co, Paint 
Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIVI; Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk, 
Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); 
Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, Bad Cr 
North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br 
ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE-HD (Project YBC) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at 
Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIVI ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, 
Oyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, 
Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-HD (Pro-
ject PIV). 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Hood Cr ACE-
HD (Yatesville Lk). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE- HD (Project YBC). 
Widespread in lotic habitats in Nort h America. Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine er at Cherokee Cr, 
Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr near Martha, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC), Upper Laurel ACE-HD 
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PIV); Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD 
(Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE- HD 
(Project DEW), Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project FRL); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP); 
Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD 
(Project JWF); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRLI. 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near 
Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr et Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-
HD (Project YBCI. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project 
YBC); Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE- HD 
(Project PJV). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Pro-
ject NFPI. 
Widespread in )antic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Upper Laurel 
ACE- HD (Yatesville Lkl ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at 
Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Widespread in both lotic and )antic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Upper Laurel ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Open Fk at little Paint 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr be-
low Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at 
Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Johnson Co, Open Fk at little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Morgan Co, 
Dyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, 
little Paint Cr below Lost Cr ACE-HD (Project PJVI. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project YBC), Morgan Co, Paint Cr be-
low confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-
HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE - HD (Paintsville Lk); 
Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, 
Levisa Fk outflow ACE-HD (Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, Pound River out• 
flow ACE- HD (Project JWFI. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE- HD 
(Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville 
Lk). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, 
Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr 
inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow 
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Widespread in lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near 
Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-
HD (Project YBCl. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Widespread in lentic habitats (stagnant ponds) in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr above Sparks Br ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Widespread in lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr ACE-HD (Yatesville Lkl. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC); Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open 
Fk ACE- HD (Project PIV). 
Lawrence Co, Lower Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk) . 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Morgan Co, 
Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV); Wise Co, outflow North 
Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Widespread in lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC). 
Widespread in lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-
HD (Project YBC) , Upper Laurel ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson Co, Paint 
Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV), Little Paint ACE-HD (Paints-
ville Lk); Morgan Co, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, 
Little Paint below Lost Cr, Lost Cr ACE-HD (Project PIV), Open Fk of Paint 
Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near 
Endicott ACE- HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk, Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE- HD (Porject NFP); Buchanan Co, Levisa Fk inflow 
ACE-HD (Project FRLI. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine Cr be• 
low Little Blaine, Lower Laurel, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; Johnson 
Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl. 
Widespread in lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr near 
Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr ACE-HD (Project YBC); Floyd Co, 
Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Levisa Fk 
outflow ACE-HD (Project FRL); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-
HD (Project NFPI. 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fish-
trap Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE- HD (Project PIV) ; Morgan Co, Paint Cr be-
low confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, Open Fk, Little Paint below Lost 
Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne Br ACE-HD 
(Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, Johns Cr outflow, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott 
ACE-HD (Project DEW); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow Brushy Fk of Johns Cr 
ACE-HD (Project DEW), Levisa Fk ACE-HD (Project FRL); Wise Co, outflow 
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(Project NFP) ; Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow, Pound River inflow, at 
Norland, Cranesnest River inflow ACE- HD (Project JWF ); Buchanan Co, 
Levisa Fk inflow ACE- HD (Project FALi. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co , 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Bla ine Cr below Backbone 
Br ACE-HD (Project YBCI. 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Morgan Co, 
Patoker Br of Open Fk, Oyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr above Osborne Br ACE-
HD (Project PIV); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr North Fk 
Pound Lk , North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-HD (Project 
NFPI. 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr 
below Backbone Br ACE- HD (Project YBC) ; Morgan Co, Pa int Cr below 
Osborne Br ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow, Brushy Fk of 
Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , Bad 
Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFP). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Wise Co, out-
flow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project N FP). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, 
Blaine Cr at Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, 
Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone 
Br ACE- HD (Project YBC), Upper Laurel, Hood Cr ACE- HD (Yatesville Lk) ; 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Mine Fk, 
Little Paint, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk ); Morgan Co, 
Oyer Br of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint, 
Open Fk, Little Paint Cr below Lost Cr, Lost Cr, Paint Cr below Osbonre Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paints-
ville Lk); Floyd Co, Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); 
Pike Co, Brushy Fk of Johns Cr ACE-HD (Project DEW); Wise Co, outflow 
North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cranesnest Church ACE- HD 
(Project JWF). 
Johnson Co, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) . 
Johnson Co, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). 
Merritt and Schlinger ( 1978) report 41 species of dipterans for this family and 
included all representatives in the genus Dixa. Pennak (1978) divides the group 
into genera, Dixa and Dixella. The representatives of this family prefer lotic 
habitats and are widespread in North America. Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky 
River KNPC (1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Cr of Cumberland KNPC (1980). 
Merritt and Schlinger (1978) ; report 137 species of aquatic dipterans for this 
family and suggest that the representatives of the family are widespread in lentic 
habitats in North America. Knott Co, spring near Carr Fk (MSU Entomological 
Collection). 
Widespread in lotlc habitats in North America. Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap 
Church ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk); Morgan Co, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief 
ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk). Patoker Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIVI. 
Representatives of this genus are not aquatic and this report must be question-














Table 1 Continued 
Sources and Distributions 
Merritt and Schlinger (19781 report 292 species of tabanids for North America 
and describe the group as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in 
North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below Long Br, Blaine Cr near Martha, 
Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-HD (Project 
YBC); Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV) ; Floyd Co, 
Buffalo Cr inflow near Endicott ACE-HD (Project DEW); Dickenson Co, 
Cranesnest River inflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Johnson Co, 
Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE- HD (Paintsville Lk); Letcher Co, 
Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co , 
Blaine Cr at Sparks Cam, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Upper Laurel, Hood Cr, 
Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville Lk), Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Johnson Co, 
Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church, Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Open Fk at Little Paint, 
Mine Fk, Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lkl ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br of Open 
Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Open Fk and Little Paint ACE- HD (Project 
PIVI, Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Wise Co, out• 
flow North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Project NFPI. 
Merritt and Schlinger (1978) report 2 species of aquatic dipterans for this family 
and describe representatives as being widespread in lotic habitats in North 
America. 
Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project LFRI; Dickenson Co, 
Russell Fk at Haysi, Indian Cr ACE-HD (Project LFR); Buchanan Co, Russell 
Fk ACE- HD (Project LFR), Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Project FRLI. 
Pike Co, Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); Knott Co, Laurel Fk of Ky River KNPC 
(1979); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979) . Colliers 
Cr KNPC (19801. This species has also been taken from Martin Co, Rockcastle 
Cr of Tug Fk KNPC (19791. 
Merritt and Schlinger ( 1978) report 554 species of aquatic dipterans for this 
family and describe most representatives as being widespread in North America. 
Johnson Co, Paint Cr at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV); Morgan Co, 
Open Fk ACE-HD (Project PIVI. 
Widespread in lentic hab itats in North America. Morgan Co, Dyer Br of Open 
Fk ACE-HD (Project PIV) . 
Merritt and Schlinger ( 1978) report 240 species of dipterans and describe most 
representatives as being widespread in lotic habitats in North America. 
Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr KNPC (1979); Morgan Co, paint Cr below Osborne Br 
ACE-HD (Project PIF); Floyd Co, Right Fk Beaver Cr KNPC (1979); Pike Co, 
Russell Fk at Elkhorn City ACE-HD (Project LFR), Elkhorn Cr KNPC (1979); 
Knott Co, Carr Fk of Ky River KNPC (1979) , Defeated Cr of Ky River (MSU 
Entomological Collection) ; Wise Co, Bad Cr North Fk Pound Lk ACE-HD (Pro• 
ject NFP); Buchanan Co, Russell Fk ACE-HD (Project LFR) . 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Dickenson Co, Pound River out-











Table 1 Continued 
Sources and Distributions 
Widespread in lotic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr at 
Carter Br, Blaine Cr near Crubb Hollow, Blaine Cr at Cherokee Cr, Blaine Cr be-
low Long Br, Blaine Cr above Sparks Br, Blaine Cr below Backbone Br ACE-
HD (Project YBC) , Blaine Cr at Sparks Cem, Blaine Cr below Brushy Cr, Blaine 
Blaine Cr below Little Blaine ACE-HD (Yatesville Lkl; Johnson Co, Paint Cr 
at Fishtrap Church ACE-HD (Project PIV) , Paint Cr at Staffordsville, Little 
Paint, Open Fk at Little Paint ACE-HD (Paintsville Lk) ; Morgan Co, Patoker Br 
of Open Fk, Paint Cr below confluence of Little Paint and Open Fk , Open Fk, 
Little Paint below Lost Cr, Paint Cr above Osborne Br, Paint Cr below Osborne 
Br ACE- HD (Project PIV) , Open Fk of Paint Cr above Relief ACE - HD 
(Pa intsville Lk ); Pike Co, Johns Cr inflow ACE-HD (Project DEW). Elkhorn Cr 
at Elkhorn City ACE- HD (Project LFR); Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of 
Cumberland KNPC (1979); Wise Co, outflow North Fk Pound Lk , Bad Cr 
North Fk Pound Lk, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE - HD 
(Project NFP); Dickenson Co, Indian Cr ACE-HD (Project LFR), Pound River 
outflow, Pound River inflow at Norland ACE-HD (Project JWF); Buchanan Co, 
Dismal Cr at Grundy ACE-HD (Project LFR). Levisa Fk inflow ACE-HD (Pro-
ject FRL). 
Widespread in lentic habitats in North America. Lawrence Co, Blaine Cr below 
Long Br ACE- HD (Project YBC). 
Merritt and Schlinger (1978) report 368 species of dipterans for this family and 
describe the representatives as preferring lentic habitats throughout North 
America. This family has not been collected within the Levisa Fk Basin, but has 
been taken from Boyd Co, East Fk Little Sandy KNPC (1979). 
Merritt and Schlinger ( 1978) include this taxon as part of the family Muscidae 
but Pennak (1978) points out that many authorities have elevated the antho-
myiids to family status. The representatives of Anthomyiidae are widespread 
in lotic habitats in North America. 
Dickenson Co, Pound River outflow ACE-HD (Project JWF). 
Letcher Co, Colliers Br Poor Fk of Cumberland KNPC (1979). 
Merritt and Schlinger ( 1978) report 195 species of dipterans for this family and 
describes represnetatives as being widespread in both lotic and lentic habitats in 
North America. Wise Co, North Fk Pound River at Cane Patch Church ACE-
HD (Project NFP) . This record is probably for Anthomyiidae, but that determi-










Distribution by County of the Macroinvertebrates of the Levisa Fork Drainage* 
MEANING 
Big Sandy Basin 
Buchanon County, Va. 
Dickinson County, Va. 
Floyd County, Ky. 
Johnson County, Ky. 
Knott County, Ky. 









Lawrence County, Ky. 
Letcher County, Ky. 
Magoffin County, Ky. 
Morgan County, Ky. 
Pike County, Ky. 
Wise County, Va .. 






















"X" denotes occurance within Levlsa Fork or Its tributaries; 
"O" denotes county occurance outside Levlsa Fork or Its trlburarles: 
"I" denotes occurance within the Big Sandy Basin, not In Levlsa Fork counties; 
0 
0 
"?" denotes occurance within Levlsa Fork or Its tributaries, not sure about stream locality. 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
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Lampsilis radiata luteola 
Lampsilis radiata siliquoidea 
Lampsilis ventricosa 
F uscona ia sp 
Table II Continued 















0 X x,o X X 
X X 































Table 11 Continued 
Taxa Law Joh Mor Mag Flo Pik Kno Let Wis Die Bue BSB 
Arthropoda 
Arachnoidea 




Asellus sp 0 X X X 
Asellus recurvatus 0 
Lirceus sp X 
Lirceus fontinalis 0 
Amphipoda 
Gammaridae 
Gammarus minus 7 ? ? ? ? ? 
Crangonyx sp 0 
Cragonyx antennatus ? 
Decapoda X X 
Astacidae X X X X X 
Cambarus sp 0 X X X X 
Cambarus robustus 0 X 0 0 
Cambarus bartonii bartonii 0 X X 
Cambarus distans 0 
Cambarus diogenes 
Cambarus veteranus X 
Orconectes sp 0 X X X X X X X 
Orconectes putnam i 0 X 0 0 X X 0 0 




lsotoma sp X 0 
Ephemeroptera 
Siphlonuridae 
Ameletus sp 0 X 0 
lsonvchia sp 0 X X,O 0 X X 0 X X X 
Baetidae 0 X X X 
Baetis sp 0 X X,O 0 X X 0 0 X X X 
Baetis tricaudatus X X X 
Baetis vagans 
Centroptilum sp X X 0 X X 
Cloeon sp X X 0 X 
Pseudocloeon sp 0 X 0 X X 0 X X X 
Heptageniidae 0 X X 
Stenonema sp 0 X X,O X X 0 0 X X X 
Stenonema tripunctatum 0 X X X 
Stenonema vicarium 0 X X,O 0 X X 0 0 X X X 
Stenonema femoratum 0 X X 
Stenonema terminatum X X 
Stenonema near terminatum X 
Table II Continued 
Taxa Law Joh 
Stenonema integrum X 





Stenacron sp 0 X 
Stenacron interpunctatum 0 
Heptagenia sp 
Epeorus sp 
Leucrocu ta sp 0 
Ephemerel I idae 
Ephemerella sp 0 X 
Ephemerella (Attanella) sp 
Ephemerella (Drunella) sp 
Ephemerella (Drunella) cornuta 
Ephemerella (Ephemerella) dorothea 0 
Ephemerella (Ephemerella) hispida 
Ephemerella (Ephemerella) argo 
Ephemerella (Eurylophella) sp 0 
Ephemerella (Eurylophella) funeralis 
Ephemerella (Eurylophella) temporal is group 0 
Ephemerella (Serratella) sp 
Tricorythidae 
Tricorythodes sp 0 X 
Caenidae 
Caenis sp 0 X 
Baetiscidae 
Baetisca sp 
Baetisca bajkovi 0 X 
Baetisca berneri 
Baetisca callosa 0 
Baetisca carol ina 
Baetisca lacustris 0 X 
Leptoph I eb i idae 
Leptophlebia sp 0 
Habrophlebiodes sp 
Paraleptophlebia spp 0 X 
Ephemer idae 0 





Ephoron sp X 
Odonata 
Cordulegastridae 





X,O 0 X X 
X X 
X 0 X X 
X 





















0 0 X 










0 0 X 






















Table 11 Continued 
Taxa Law Joh Mor Mag Flo Pik Kno Let Wis Die Bue BSB 
Cordulegaster sp 0 X X X 0 
Cordulegaster maculatus X 0 
Gomphidae X X X X 
Arigomphus sp X 
Arigomphus villosipes X 
Dromogomphus sp 0 X X X 
Dromogomphus spoliatus 0 
Dromogomphus spinosus X 0 
Gomphurus fraternus X X 
Gomphus sp X 0 X X 0 X 
Gomphus descriptus 0 
Gomphus exilis 0 
Gomphus lividus X 0 
Hagenius brevistylus 0 
Lanthus sp 0 X x,o 0 X 0 X 
Lanthus albistylus 0 X X 0 
Ophiogomphus sp 0 
Progomphus sp 0 X X X 
Stylogomphus albistylus 0 
Stylurus notatus 0 
Aeshnidae 
Aeshna sp 0 
Basiaeschna janata 
Boyeria sp 0 X x,o 0 0 
Boyeria vinosa 0 X X X 0 0 X 
Boyeria grafiana 0 X 
Macromiidae 
Didymops sp 0 0 
Didymops transversa 0 
Macromia sp 0 X X 
Macromia illinoiensis 0 0 
Corduliidae 
Epicordulia princeps X 
Helocordulia sp X 
Helocordulia uhleri X 0 
Somatoch lora tenebrosa X X 
Tetragoneuria cynosura X X 0 
Libellulidae 0 
Celithemis eponina 0 
Erythemis simplicicollis X 
Libellula cyanea X 
Libellula luctuosa X X ? 
Libellula pulchella X X ? 
Pachydiplax longipennis X ? 
Pantala flavescens X 
Perithemis tenera X X ? 
Table 11 Continued 





Calopteryx sp 0 X 
Calopteryx maculate 






Agria sp 0 X 
Agria fumipennis violacea 
Agria tibial is 
Agria violacea 
Chromagrion conditum 




lschnura sp 0 X 









Taeniopteryx sp 0 X 
Taeniopteryx burksi 0 
Taeniopteryx metequi 
Brachyptera sp 






Prostoia simil is 0 X 




Mor Mag Flo Pik 
X X 
X 







0 0 X X 
X 
X 








X X X 









































Table II Continued 
Taxa Law Joh Mor Mag Flo Pik Kno Let Wis Die Bue BSB 
Leuctra ferrugi nea 0 
Paraleuctra sara X 
Capniidae 






Paracapnia sp X 
Perlidae 0 X X 
Acroneuria sp 0 X x,o 0 X 
Acroneuria abnormis 0 X 
Acroneuria carolinensis 0 0 X 
Acroneuria filicis 0 
Acroneuria lycorias X 
Acroneuria near mela 0 X 
Acroneuria perplexa 0 
Eccoptura xanthenes X 
Perlesta sp 0 X X X 
Perlesta placida 0 
Perlodidae X X X X 
lsogenus sp 0 X X 




lsoperla sp 0 X X X X 
lsoperla clio X 







Sweltsa sp X X 
Sweltsa medians 0 X 
Hestaperla brevis X X 
Hemiptera X 
Hydrometridae 
Hydrometra sp X 0 
Hydrometra martini 0 0 
Valiidae 
Microvelia sp 0 X X 0 X X X 
Microvelia americana X 0 X 0 0 
Table 11 Continued 
Taxa Law Joh 
Microvelia buenia 
Rhagovelia sp 0 X 
Rhagovelia obesa 0 X 
Rhagovelia flavicinta 0 X 
Gerridae 
Gerris sp X 
Gerris argenticollis 
Gerris conformis 0 
Gerris nebularis 
Gerris remigis 0 X 
Limnogonus hesione 
Metrobates hesperius X 
Rheumatobates sp 
Rheumatobates rileyi 0 X 




Belostoma fluminea 0 X 
Nepidae 





Mesovelia sp 0 X 





Gelastocoris oculatus 0 X 
Megaloptera 
Sialidae 
Sialis sp 0 X 
Corydalidae 










Mor Mag Flo Pik 
X 










X 0 X 












































Table II Continued 
Taxa Law Joh Mor Mag Flo Pik Kno Let Wis Die Bue BSB 
Chimarra obscura 0 X X 
Dolophilocles sp 0 0 
Dolophilocles distinctus X 
Wormaldia moesta X 
Psychomyi idae 
Lype diversa X X 
Psychomyia flevida X 
Polycentropoclidae 
Cyrnellus fraternus X 
Neureclipsis sp X 
Nyctiophylas sp 0 
Polycentropus sp X 0 X 
Polycentropus lucidus X 
Hydropsychidae 0 X 
Aphropsyche doringa X 
Diplectrona sp X X 
Diplectrona moclesta X X X 0 X 
Cheumatopsyche sp 0 X X 0 X X 0 0 X X X 
Hydropsyche anallis 0 X X 
Hydropsyche oxa X 
Hydropsyche sp 0 X X 0 X X 0 0 X X X 
Hydropsyche beneni 0 X X 
Hydropsyche depravata group 0 X 0 
Hydropsyche dicantha X X 
Hydropsyche simulans 0 X X 
Symphitopsyche sp 0 X 0 0 X X 
Symphitopsyche cheilonis group X 
Symphitopsyche slossonae 0 
Symphitopsyche sparna 0 
Rhyacophilidae 
Rhyacophila sp 0 
Rhyacophila carolina X 
Rhyacophila fuscula 0 X X 
Rhyacophila glaberrima X 
Rhyacophila invaria X 
Rhyacophila lobifera 0 X X 
Glossosomatidae 
Glossosoma sp 0 X X 
Rydoptilidae 
Dibusa angata X 
Hydroptila sp 0 X 
Hydroptila near ajax X 
Hydroptila grandiosa X 
Hydroptila hamata X 
Hydropti la perdita X 





























































































Table II Continued 
Taxa Law Joh Mor Mag Flo Pik Kno Let Wis Die Bue BSB 
Enochrus sp 0 X 
Hydrophilussp X X 
Paracymus sp 0 0 
Tropisternus sp 0 0 
Tropisternus lateralis X 
Tropisternus natator X 
Staphylinidae 0 0 X X 0 
Psephenidae 
Ectopria nervosa X 0 0 X 
Psephenus herricki x,o X X 0 0 X X X 
Oryopidae 
Helichus sp 0 X 
Helichus basal is X,O 0 X 0 0 X X 
Helichus lithophilus 0 X x,o 0 X X 0 X 
Elmidae X 
Ancyronyx variegate 0 X X X 
Oubiraphia sp X X X 
Oubiraphia bivittata X 0 
Oubiraphia quadrinottata 0 
Oubiraphia vittata 0 X 
Macronychus glabratus 0 X x,o 0 X X X 
Microcylloepus puslllus X 
Optioservus sp 0 X X X 0 0 X X X 
Optioservus ovalis 0 0 X 
Optioservus trivittatus 0 X X 0 0 X 
Oulimnius latiusculus 0 X X X X 
Promeresia elegans 0 
Promoresia tardella 0 X 
Stenelmis sp 0 X X,0 0 X X 0 0 X X 
Stenelmis crenata 0 X X X X X 
Stenelmis sexlineata X 
Ptilodactyl idae 
Chrysomel idae 
Galerucella sp X 
Curcul ionidae 
Listronotus sp 0 
Oiptera 
T ipulidae X X X X X X 
Tipula sp 0 X X 0 X X 0 0 X X X 
Tipula abdominal is 0 X X X X 
Tipula caloptera 0 X X 
Tipula furca 0 
Antocha sp X X 0 X X 
Antocha saxicola X 
Dicranota sp 0 0 X 
Gonomyia sp X 
Hexatoma sp 0 X X 0 X 0 0 X X X 
Table 11 Continued 
Taxa Law Joh 
Hexatoma cinerea 0 












Bezzia sp 0 X 






Simuliidae 0 X 
Simulium sp 0 X 
Simulium fibrinflatum X 
Simulium vittatum 0 






Nilotanypus fimbriatus 0 
Pentaneura sp 0 X 
Pentaneura mallochi 0 




Corynoneura sp 0 X 
Thienemanniella sp 0 
Orthocladiini 0 
Brillia sp 0 
Brillia par var Johannsen 0 
Cardiocladius sp 
Cricotopus sp 0 
Diplocladius sp 0 
Eukiefferiella sp 0 
Metriocnemus sp 
Mor Mag Flo Pik 



















X X X 
X 
X X 







































Table II Continued 
Taxa Law Joh Mor Mag Flo Pik Kno Let Wis Die Bue BSB 
Orthocladius sp 0 X 
Psectrocledlus sp 0 X 
Rheocricotopus sp 0 
Trichocledius sp X 
Trissocladius sp X 
Chironomini X 
Chironomus sp 0 X X X X X 
Chironomus attenuatus 0 X 
Cryptochironomus sp 0 X X 
E_ndochironomus sp 0 
Glyptotendipes sp 0 
Goeldichironomus holoprasinus 0 
Limnochironomus sp 0 
Limnochironomus modestus 0 
Microtendipes sp 0 X 
Microtendipes pedellus 0 
Paratend ipes sp X X 
Phaenopsectra sp 0 
Polypedilum sp 0 X X X X X 
Polypedilum obtusus 0 X 
Stenochironomus sp 0 X X X 
Strictochironomus sp X 
Tanytarsini X X X X X X X 
Cladotanytarsus sp 0 
Micropsectra sp X X 
Rheotanytarsus sp 0 X X X 
Stempellina sp X 
Tanytarsus sp 0 X X X X X X 
Tanytarsus confusus X 
Tanytarsus deflectus X 
Dixidae 0 0 
Stratiomyidae 0 
Stratiomys sp X X 
Hermetia illuscens 0 
Tabanidae 0 X X X 
Chrysops sp X X 0 
Tabanussp 0 
Rhagionidae 
X X X 
Atherix lantha X X X 
Atherix variegate X 0 0 
Dolichopodidae X X 
Hydrophorus sp X 
Empididae 0 X X X 0 X X 
Chel if era sp X 
Hemerodromia sp 0 X X X 0 X X X 
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